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We, the Class of 1991, 
would like to take the 
opportunity to recognize and 
thank all the individuals who 
have had a positive 
influence on our personal 
and educational growth 
during our years at 
Assumption College. 
For many of us, our 
families have made a major 
contribution enabling us to 
attend college. They have 
provided unlimited support 
and encouragement. 
Friends have also played a 
major role in our lives at 
Assumption. Old friends 
have remained, despite the 
distance. New friends have 
shared with us and 
supported us through a new, 
and often unsure time in our 
lives. 
The faculty and staff at 
Assumption have also 
contributed to our 
enrichment. It is their 
efforts and dedication that 
have given many a positive 
experience at Assumption 
College. 
To all of these individuals 
we, the Class of 1991, 
pledge our thanks and 
appreciation. 
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FACULTY 8 
SENIORS 26 
TOWNHOUSES 
70 
EVENTS AND 
ACTIVITIES 98 
I 
SPRING 
ACTIVITIES 150 
I 
SPORTS 124 
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Joseph H. Hagan, President 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
ASSUMPTION COLLEGE 
500 Salisbury Street, Worcester, Massachusetts 01615-0005 Telephone: 508/752-5615 
I welcome this opportunity to extend my warmest congratulations 
to all the members of the Class of 1991. 
As your time as Assumption College undergraduates comes to an end, 
you have much to look forward to. You have been enriched by an education steeped 
in the centuries-old traditions of Christianity and liberal arts and been given 
the skills and knowledge to meet the many challenges that lie ahead. It is my 
sincere hope that you take full advantage of what you have learned at Assumption 
to achieve great success in your careers and in your personal and family lives. 
May you also contribute your vast talents to improving the lives of those less 
fortunate and work to support the Church and your local community. 
Remember that you will always be members of the Assumption College 
Community and we welcome your continued interest as alumni and alumnae. 
May God bless you all and grant you good health, happiness, and 
success. 
With all good wishes. 
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Joan Johnson 
Administrative Assistant 
Dept, of Student Affairs 
Fr. John Franck, A.A. 
Vice President/Dean of Student 
Affairs 
J. Richard Christiansen 
Associate Dean of Student Affairs 
Maureen Killay 
Assistant Dean/ Director of Student Activities 
Heidi Ganss 
Assistant Director of Student Activities 
Brian McCoy 
Acting Assistant Dean/ Director of Residential Life 
Fr. Claude Grenache, A.A. 
Coordinator of Multicultural Education 
11 
Fr. Richard Lamoureux 
Vice President for Academic Affairs/Dean of the Faculty 
Dr. Paul Douillard 
Dean of the Undergraduate College 
Dr. Dorothy A. Laton 
Assistant Dean of Undergraduate Studies 
Fr. Andre Dargis, A.A. 
Vice President for Religious Affairs/Director of 
Campus Ministry 
Campus Ministry Staff 
(Standing:) Fr. Andre, Carol Dillon, Peter Hart (Seat¬ 
ed:) Laura Lincoln, Dr. Frank Corbin, Sr. Cecilia Her- 
vas, R.A. 
Thomas Dunn 
Vice President for Enrollment 
Management/Dean of Admissions and 
Financial Aid 
Francis P. Gurley 
Vice President for Administrative and 
Financial Affairs 
Samuel T. McClure 
Vice President for Institutional Affairs 
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James Bennardo 
Management 
Herbert Bromberg 
Management 
Gene Diodati 
Management 
Paul Greenough 
Accounting 
* / 
Carol Harvey 
Management 
Jeffrey Hunter 
- 
Joseph Foley Management 
Accounting 
Chairperson Business Studies 
Frank Marino 
Accounting 
Business Studies 
Saeed Mohaghegh 
Management 
William Sadd 
Management 
William Sullivan 
Accounting 
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No Photo 
Available 
Ann Murphy Michael True 
Paul Ady 
Angela Dorenkamp 
Franklin Baruch John Burke Cora Castaldi 
No Photo 
Available 
Karen Jahn 
Lucia Knoles 
Chairperson English 
^ ■ Paul McGonigle 
English 
Michael O’Shea 
Rene Morrissette 
16 
fine Arts 
Fr. Fonat Lamothe 
Fine Arts/Music 
Nancy Flanagan 
Fine Arts/Music 
Michelle Graveline 
Fine Arts/Music 
foreign Languages 
George Aubin 
French/Linguistics 
David Christianson 
French 
Bonnie Catto 
Latin/Greek 
Magda deMoor 
Spanish 
Chairperson Foreign Languages 
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Leslie Choquette John McClymer Richard Oehling 
Kenneth Moynihan 
Chairperson History 
Louis Silveri Paul Ziegler Bailey Young 
Joyce Brown 
Mathematics 
Charles Brusard 
Mathematics 
Norbert Auger 
Computer Science 
Computer Science/Mathematics 
Vincent Cioffari 
Chairperson Mathematics/Computer Science 
Kevin Carlin 
Mathematics 
Robert Fry 
Computer Science 
William Katcher 
Computer Science 
Gloria Tashjian 
Mathematics 
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Allan Barnitt 
Biology 
Eugene Byrnes 
Chemistry 
Paul Mahon 
Biology 
Patricia Reisert 
Biology 
Chairperson Natural Sciences 
Natural Sciences 
Hubert Meunier 
Chemistry 
Owen Sholes 
Biology 
Thomas Slavkovsky 
Physics 
Rodrique Sutherland 
Biology 
Christopher Ott 
Chemistry 
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Duane Berquist 
Philosophy 
Chairperson Philosophy 
Frederick Bauer 
Philosophy 
Patrick Corrigan 
Philosophy 
Philosophy 
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Paul Gallagher 
Philosophy 
Paul Seaton 
Philosophy 
Politics 
Daniel Mahoney Patrick Powers 
Politics Politics 
John Crutcher 
Politics 
Leonard Sorenson 
Politics 
Chairperson Politics 21 
Fr. Joseph Coonan Leonard Doerfler Regina Edmonds 
Edmond O’Reilly 
Margot Lasher 
Chairperson Psychology 
Psychology 
Neil Rankin Arlene Vadum 
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Lance Carluccio Fr. Terrence Dougherty, 
A.A. 
Marie Haley 
George Elias 
Chairperson Social Rehabilitation 
John Moline 
Social Rehabilitation 
Everett O’Keefe David Siddle David St. John Charles K. Stuar 
23 
Charles Estus 
Sociology 
Chairperson Sociology 
Linda Ammons 
Sociology /Anthropology 
Richard Talbot 
Sociology 
Sociology 
Fr. Dennis Gallagher 
Theology 
James Prest 
Theology 
Theology 
Fr. Stephen Torraco 
Theology • 
David Schimpf 
Theology 
Wayne Rollins 
Theology 
Marc LePain 
Theology 
Chairperson Theology 
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Julianne M. Abare 
English 
Elizabeth A. Aldorisio 
Educa tion/Music 
John Anderson 
Management 
Kathleen M. Angco Bernadette Antaki 
Social Rehabilitation Politics 
Mark E. Anziano 
Philosophy 
Lori Arcidiacono 
Management 
Christopher S. Arns 
Management 
Paul A. Arsenault 
Computer Science 
Rachelle Arseneau 
Chemistry 
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Janis A. Barringer 
Social 
Rehabilitation /Psychology 
Matthew H. Bagley 
Accounting 
Lori L. Benestad 
Psychology 
Jennifer A. Bennett 
English 
Kathleen N. Beausoleil 
Psychology 
Debra A. Bell 
Social Rehabilitation 
Julie Bagaglio 
Spanish/Politics 
Robert J. Ayles 
Management 
Tina M. Baceski 
Biology 
Matthew C. Atter 
Management 
Deborah Bilodeau 
Psychology Michael J. Biron 
Accounting 
William J. Blair 
Management 
Carleton D. Boardman 
History 
Renee R. Bois 
Accounting 
Anthony Bosco 
Politics 
Peter L. Bosse 
History 
Michelle Boucher 
Psychology 
Renee P. Bourgea 
Psychology 
Kathleen E. Boyle 
English/Social Rehabilitatio. 
Andrew R. Bressette 
Chemistry 
Adrienne S. Brockmyre 
Social Rehabilitation 
Jane C. Brouillard 
Social Reha bilita tion/Educa tion 
Kevin J. Bradley 
Management 
Ruthann Brawley 
Social Rehabilitation 
Timothy E. Burke 
Accounting 
Mark D. Buckley 
Management 
Sean M. Caddigan 
Management 
Michaela J. Buratczuk 
Biology 
Elizabeth A. Bunker 
Educa tion/English 
Damian Canny 
Management 
Colleen A. Canty 
Psychology 
Kristen B. Carey 
Politics 
Theresa A. Carney 
Accounting 
Paul R. Carpenter 
Management 
Christopher T. Carrigan 
Management 
Kristen M. Carroll 
Social Rehabilitation 
Michele L. Casavant 
Educa tion /Psychology 
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Karen M. Ceppetelli 
Accounting 
Susan L. Cascio 
Computer Science 
Michael G. Choiniere 
Accounting 
Marie Caulfield 
Management 
William R. Cass 
Social Rehabilitation 
Stephanie E. Chicoine 
Educa tion /Music 
James M. Castro 
Accounting 
Kimberly A. Chamberlin 
Social 
Rehabilitation /Psychology 
Lisa J. Champagne 
Education /Psychology 
Trinidad M. Cascia 
Foreign Affairs 
Sarah L. Chordas 
English 
Carl J. Cieplinski 
Accounting 
Anne M. Clark 
Foreign Affairs 
Robert H. Clark 
Social Rehabilitation 
Tracy L. Clark 
Management 
Matthew P. Clifford 
Politics 
Bruce E. Coffin, Jr. 
Accounting 
Paul E. Collins 
Management 
Katherine A. Conley 
Education /Psychology 
Stephen J. Connolly 
Management 
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Kelly E. Connor 
Social Rehabilitation 
Michael P. Connors 
History 
Anthony J. Corniello 
Psychology 
Elizabeth M. Covino 
Psychology 
Katy A. Cuffe 
English 
Maria P. Criado 
Spanish 
Elaine A. D Elia 
Social Rehabilitation 
Ann-Marie Currier 
English 
Christine M. Cullen 
English 
Timothy J. Culhane 
Management 
Dineen Daly 
Psychology 
Gina M. DaCruz 
Psychology 
Marcelo DeEscobar 
Politics 
Karen M. Decker 
Biology/Social Rehabilitation 
Barbara Delepine 
Management 
Elizabeth Daly 
Management 
Claudia T. Dell’Anno 
English/Art History 
Louis F. Deloreto 
Politics 
Jason Demakis 
Accounting 
Diana L. DeSantis 
Psychology 
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Amanda E. DeSanto 
Social Rehabilitation 
Tracy DeSimone 
Accounting 
Robert Desormier 
Politics 
Gina D. Dialessi 
Social Rehabilitation 
I 
Michelle DiMauro 
Social Rehabilitation 
Julie M. DiNapoli 
Social Rehabilitation 
Jennifer A. Dineen 
Education /English 
Derryl J. Dion 
Foreign Affairs 
37 
Bryan M. Dockett Deborah L. Dodge Kristen J. Donahoe Todd Donahue 
Management Psychology English Politics 
Tara A. Dowden 
English 
Kara M. Doyle 
Social Rehabilitation 
Anthony R. Drapos 
English 
Mary Ellen Driscoll 
Social Rehabilitation 
John M. Drude 
Mathematics 
Guy Dumais 
English /History 
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Julianne Durkin 
Foreign Affairs 
Michelle M. Dupre 
Management 
Kevin J. Dunn 
English 
Glen W. Dunn 
Accounting 
Cathy M. Ferrantino 
Management 
David P. Dumouchel 
Management 
Tammy L. Fales 
Educa tion /Psychology 
Christine K. Fanelli 
Education/Psychology 
Dawn M. Fater 
English/Comm uni cat ions 
Deanna B. Dunn 
Educa tion/Spanish 
Kristin L. Fitch 
Social Rehabilitation 
Jennifer A. Flynn 
English 
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Amy T. Fougere 
Educa tion /English 
Eileen M. Foley 
Educa tion /Spanish 
Christine M. Folan 
Management 
Deirdre M. Fitzgerald 
Foreign Affairs 
Heather A. Flaherty 
Biology 
Christopher Force 
Computer Science 
Allison Figueras 
Social Rehabilitation 
Amanda L. Flora 
Social Rehabilitation 
Carl J. Friberg 
History 
Caren M. Froelich 
Education /Education 
Lori A. Gallego 
Theology /History 
William A. Galli 
English /Philosophy 
Kevin M. Geraghty 
English 
Keith Gautreau 
Management 
Nancy A. Gaughan 
Management 
Enna M. Garcia 
Psychology 
Caroline M. Gagne 
English 
Theresa M. Gallagher 
English 
Martin E. Golden 
Accounting 
Juan Gomez 
Management 
Katie Gormley 
Psychology 
Patricia L. Grady 
Computer Science 
Laurel M. Granat 
Accounting 
Melissa M. Grenier 
History 
Jennifer M. Godin 
English 
Diane M. Grady 
English 
Amy K. Griffin 
Psychology 
Rafael F. Grovas 
Biology 
Gale Hadro 
Accounting 
Grainne M. Haley 
Psychology 
Keith R. Hallal 
Politics 
Gregg M. Hannan 
Politics/History 
Wendy L. Heebner 
Social Rehabilitation 
Carolyn E. Hale 
Foreign Affairs 
Jennifer Hauser 
Social Rehabilitation 
David A. Hawkins 
Accounting 
Kimberly F. Head 
Politics 
Amy L. Hastings 
Accounting 
Elena B. Hessney 
Sociology 
James R. Hetu 
Politics 
Glenn T. Hoffman 
Politics 
Michelle M. Holbrook 
Psychology 
Brian M. Hennessey 
Economics 
Molly E. Hemenway 
Educa tion /English 
Kevin R. Henkin 
Psychology 
William J. Hodge, III 
Management 
Kimberly Henard 
Accounting 
John J. Hoey 
Politics 
Nancy Horrigan 
Psychology Jennifer L. Hughes 
English 
Mary Beth Hybsch 
English 
Jeffrey J. Hunt 
History 
Kathleen M. Irish 
Accounting 
Hildegard Jacoby 
Theology 
James L. Hyde 
Psychology 
Wendy A. Ipsen 
Politics 
Jennifer A. Jacques 
Education/Psychology 
Danielle C. Jandreau 
Education/Social Rehabilitation 
Tammie Johnson 
Social Rehabilitation 
Tracy A. Kinney 
Accounting 
Christine M. Johnson 
Computer Science 
Heather A. Kench 
Accounting 
Kristin R. Kearney 
Social Rehabilitation 
Corey P. Kleinbauer 
Psychology 
Christopher P. Klofft 
Theology 
Jeffrey D. Keeney 
Management 
Timothy J. Klem 
Management 
Ann-marie Kossick 
Management 
Darren Krzynowek 
Management 
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Maria Koukounaris 
Psychology 
Denise M. Ksen 
Accounting 
Robert Kuehnel 
History 
Karen Lamarca 
Education/Sociology 
Daniel J. Lappin 
Management 
Maria E. Lascano 
Management 
Kimberly J. Last 
Social Rehabilitation 
Ellen J. Lavigne 
Educa tion /Psychology 
Katherine Law 
Education /English 
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Raymond G. LeBeau 
Politics/Philosophy 
Paul T. Lawler 
Management 
Dorothy LeBert 
Social Rehabilitation 
Maria LeBron 
Accounting 
Thomas LeClaire 
Accounting 
Joseph R. Lemay 
Management 
Patricia M. Lemire 
French 
Kimberly A. Lengieza 
Politics 
Kelly M. Lenihan 
Education /Social Rehabilitation 
Kevin M. Leonard 
Management 
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Timothy J. Letson 
Politics 
Linda Lindquist 
Management 
Timothy M. Lordan 
Psychology/English 
William R. Lovett 
English 
Vincent Lopez 
Management 
Timothy P. Lucey 
Politics/Foreign Affairs 
Patrick P. Luckart 
Politics 
Joan E. Lukowski 
French 
Christopher Loranger 
Management 
Michael E. Luciani 
Accounting 
Margaret J. Lyons 
Psychology 
Timothy P. Lynch 
English 
Cheryl A. Lynch 
A ccoun ting/Spanish 
Kristin E. Luna 
Accounting 
Laurie A. MacMath 
Educa tion/Psychology 
Andrew Maclsaac 
History 
Sherrie L. Madore 
Psychology 
Kathryn M. Mahoney 
Educa tion/Psychology 
Dean J. Maillet 
History 
Timothy J. Mara 
History 
John C. McGrann 
English 
Elizabeth Marsolais 
Comm unica tions 
Edwin B. McCaffrey 
Accounting 
Karen A. McGrath 
English 
Paul T. Me Dermott, Jr. 
Management 
Christopher E. McIntosh 
Sociology 
Deborah A. Martin 
Psychology 
Susan M. McGinn 
Social Rehabilitation 
Lisa M. McKiernan 
Psychology 
Kenneth J. Margossian 
Management 
Elizabeth E. Metcalf 
Psychology 
Nicholas J. Metcalf 
Management 
Jennifer L. Minelli 
Psychology/Social 
Rehabilitation 
Sheri A. Mitchell 
Social Rehabilitation 
Melissa J. McMorrow 
Social Rehabilitation 
David Mecca 
Management 
Jill Ann Mikolaycik 
English/Fine Arts 
Peggy A. Moody 
Educa tion/History 
Nicholas J. Miele 
Chemistry 
Joseph P. Montimurro 
Psychology /Social 
Rehabilitation 
52 
Carolyn M. Morrissette 
Politics 
Heidi A. Mosher 
Fren ch /Psych ology 
Mark Mossa 
English 
Michael J. Mozden 
International Management 
Ronni L. Murphy 
Psychology 
Lisa J. Murray 
Biology 
Tara M. Murray 
Psychology 
Louis W. Nadeau 
Economics 
Kerry M. O’Connell 
Foreign Affairs 
Carolyn M. Ormsby 
Accounting 
Kevin P. O’Neil 
Management 
\ 
Ellen M. Ottaviano 
Accounting 
John M. Ney 
Politics 
Michael G. O’Keefe 
Management 
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Christine M. Nogueira 
Psychology/Social 
Rehabilitation 
Susan B. O’Mara 
Social Rehabilitation 
Joseph P. Norton 
Management 
James M. O’Meara 
Management 
Timothy K. Peacock 
Computer Science 
Tracy A. Pequeno 
Accounting 
Brenda D. Perez 
Accounting 
Eric G. Ouellette 
Accounting 
Patricia M. Pasic 
Education/Psychology 
Karen A. Ouellette 
Accounting 
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John F. Peterson 
Politics 
Ronald Pike 
Social Rehabilitation 
Jason M. Pisciotta 
Economics 
Jennifer Poitras 
English/Educa tion 
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Steven P. Rock 
Management 
Peter Richards 
Management 
Tara E. Roche 
Management 
Colleen A. Rooney 
English 
Tara L. Ridolfi 
Psychology/Educa tion 
Anthony J. Roscioli 
Social Rehabilitation 
Julie M. Robitaille 
Politics 
Laura Riley 
French 
Carla M. Rodrigues 
Social Rehabilitation 
Esteban J. Rodriguez 
Biology 
Christine E. Ryan 
Psychology 
Dawn M. Ryznal 
Biology/Education 
Craig J. Salamone 
English 
Antonio C. Salvetti 
Management 
Maria R. Santaniello 
Management 
Albert J. Santos 
Biology 
Edward T. Saucier 
Politics 
Cary C. Shapira 
Biology 
Deborah A. Schmidt 
Management 
Marco Scioletti 
Accounting 
Jill Shaw 
Social Rehabilitation 
Maureen M. Shea 
Economics 
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Meghan E. Shea 
English 
Margaret M. Sheppard 
Politics 
Laura L. Sheridan 
English/History 
Peter J. Siciliano 
English/Spanish 
Cheryl M. Sirois 
Psychology 
Elizabeth A. Skeffington 
Mathematics 
Corrine M. Sloss 
English 
Brendan T. Smith 
Management 
Christopher J. Smith 
Politics 
Margaret A. Smith Maura Smith 
Social Rehabilitation International Management 
Peter D. Snow 
Management 
59 
Tracy A. Solan 
Psychology 
Laura Solitro 
English 
Cristin Spurr 
Psychology 
Robert W. St. Cyr 
Management 
Richard E. St. Louis, Jr. 
History 
Stephen R. Strom 
History 
Flavia Sullivan Kathleen Sweeney 
Social Rehabilitation Management 
Laura M. Swenson 
History 
Robert W. Symes 
Management 
Andrea Szostkiewicz 
Spanish 
Sharon E. Sweeney 
Accounting 
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Todd M. Tallman 
Accounting 
Montira Tantinarawat 
Management 
Mary Ann E. Taupeka 
Management 
Ann-Margaret Tessi 
Educa tion /Spanish 
Kathleen A. Tivnan 
English/Spanish 
Dawn A. Tonelli 
Management 
Amy W. Thomas 
English/Politics 
Laura Tremble 
English 
Doris F. Tripp 
Social Rehabilitation 
Jennifer E. Tully 
Management 
Michael D. Turpin 
Social Rehabilitation 
Carolyn Tylenda 
English 
Scott C. Ulrich 
Management 
Jody A. Vaccarella 
Psychology 
Joanna Valvo 
Management 
James P. Vasquezi 
Management 
Ana M. Vazao 
Psychology 
Merilina Vazquez 
Management 
Lisa Wallingford 
English 
Richard M. Walsh, Jr. 
Politics 
Michelle M. Walton 
English 
Kellie M. Ward 
Social Rehabilitation 
Melissa D. Ward 
Social Rehabilitation 
Dennis M. Warren 
English 
Brian Washburn 
Management 
John D. Wells 
Politics 
Rose M. Welsh 
English 
Christopher J. Whalen 
Music/English 
Karen V. White 
English 
Leonard R. Welter 
7oreign Affairs/Economics 
Stephen F. West 
Management 
Sandra K. Whitton 
French 
Mark Willett 
Management 
Michelle R. Wilson Robin M. Wing 
Social Rehabilitation Accounting 
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William L. Wolfe, III 
Politics 
Jennifer M. Wright 
Management 
Teresa A. Zopf 
Management 
Andrea Xenakis 
Sociology/Education 
Christine E. Wright 
Education /English 
Doreen M. Yelle 
Psychology 
Lisa L. Wong 
Comm unica tions 
Colleen L. Woodman 
Foreign Affairs/French 
Lisa A. Yarussi 
Management 
Lizabeth M. Worthingtor 
Psychology 
Diana M. Zubrowski 
Management 
64 
NO PHOTO AVAILABLE 
Susan M. Ansara 
Robert K. Beeman 
Julie E. Bouchard 
Thomas H. Cabral 
Maureen F. Caldon 
Pi Lan Cheng 
Thaddeus A. Comeau 
Jennifer A. Dryden 
Kevin P Durand 
Robert F. Flagg 
Gloria L. Garback 
Michele L. Garcia 
Lawrence W. Gemme 
Denise B. Gibson 
Erin M. Gobeil 
John M. Greenlaw 
Michael N. Harney 
Jessica M. Hight 
Antony J. Jacob 
David C. Janton 
Brian K. Jennings 
Brian P. Joyce 
Robert V. Kaminski 
Peter M. Katsis 
Ronald S. Kubick 
Robbi L. Laak 
Maureen P. Leary 
Kerry A. Lucchese 
Finbarr A. Maguire 
Ashur Malko 
Andmorgen J. Martens 
John J. McLaughlin 
Mark A. Merrit 
Robin L. Miller 
Timothy S. Miller 
Michelle M. Minar 
William T. Moquin 
Andrew J. Murray 
Todd J. Nessing 
Van Nguyen 
Deanna M. Nielsen 
David R. Nix 
Sean O’Brien 
Ronald P. O’Rourke 
Kenneth M. Parisi 
Michael A. Phillips 
Jason J. Przypek 
Maryellen T. Reynolds 
Arnaldo Santa Cruz 
Robert C. Seymor 
Jennifer L. Simoneau 
Thorarinn Stefansson 
David R. Sundstrom 
Elizabeth Taylor-Cadigan 
Steingrimur Thordarson 
Michelle A. Trudeau 
Peter P. Tziachris 
Sherri A. Wilder 
Roberta M. Willard 
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Most Likely To Succeed Mike Biron 
Class Brownie Tim Letson 
Class Mouths Chris Smith 
Best Nickname Jim “Rat" Hetu 
Most Dedicated To Assumption Bryan Dockett 
Most Class Spirited 
Best Dressed 
Favorite Commuter 
Friendliest 
Best All Around 
Best Smile 
Class Flirt 
Class Athletes 
Class Clown 
Best Eyes 
Class Couple 
Class Brains 
Most Gullible 
Rob Ayles 
Tony Drapos 
Tim Lynch 
Corey Kleinbauer 
Dave Hawkins 
Bob Clarke 
Peter Siciliano 
Mike O'Keefe 
Craig Salamone 
Tim Peacock 
Tim Lordan 
Jim Castro 
Bill Cass 
Liz Aldorisio 
Kathleen Sweeney 
Kristen Luna 
Ana “Banana" Vazao 
Mary Ann Taupeka 
Ann-Margaret Tessi 
Sandi Whitton 
Jen Tully 
Heidi Mosher 
Katy Cuffe 
Maria Lascano 
Marie Caulfield 
Jill Shaw 
Allison Figueras 
Colleen Rooney 
Kim Last 
Doris Tripp 
Michelle Wilson 
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TH2 Dave, Bob 
TH1 Jeff, Matt, Paul, Ralph, Bruce, Jeff 
TH3 Sheri, Rose, Julie, Julianne, Rose, Jen 
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TH4 Mike, Rick, Mike, and friends 
TH5 Joan, Laura, Kathy 
TH7 Tom, Mike, Felix, John, Mike, Lou 
TH9 Claudia, Paula, Michelle, Tracey 
TH8 Meghan, Caroline, Dawn, Ellen, Tara 
73 
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TH12 Kathy, Dawn, Adria, Dorothy 
TH15 Cavey, Dave, Todd, Kevin 
TH14 Karen, Jenn, Christine, Maria 
TH17 Nick, Lou, Eric, Len 
TH16 Sue, Sharon, Lori, Maria 
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TH18 Dan, Darren, Brian 
4B Tina, Amanda, Lisa, Heather 
TH19 Danielle, Margaret, Ellen, Valerie 
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4C Monique, Andrea, Terrie, Kerry 
41 Maria, Maria, Enna, Merilena 5A Laura, Liz, Margaret, Kathleen, Allison 
77 
5G Julie, Julie, Kristin, Heather, Cheryl, Chris 
5D Andrew and Company 
78 
5E Corey, Marcelo, Matt, Kevin, Chris 
5J Barb, Kellie, Laura, Doreen, Joanne, Anne- 
Marie 
5L Tracey, Lisa, Wendy, Melissa, Sue 
79 
5K Trish, Linda, Carolyn, Maureen, Laurie, 
Chris 
5H Karen, Jen Michelle, Kristin, Theresa 
6A Gary, Eric, Sec 
6B Heidi, Jenn, Lisa, Kristen, Mare, Dede 
6C Deirdre, Teresa, Gina, Katy, Liz, Liz 
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6D Rob, Moz, Dylan, Bryan, Nick, Kevin 
6F Rich, Mike, Jeff, Sean, Keith 
6E Kristin, Jill, Rachelle, Amy, Kara, Kristin 
6G Kayla, Karen, Beth, Steph, Kate, Gina 
6H Christy, Molly, Colleen, Maureen, Laura 
81 
6J Carolyn, Kate, Maura, Christine, Amy, Ruthann 
82 
6K Amanda, Carla, Denny, Renee, Kristen, Marie 
6P Pete, Ray, Scott, Carl, Mark, Wolfy 6Q Marybeth, Katie, Debbie, Karen, Sarah, Debbie 
83 
6S Deb, Nancy, Andrea, Kathleen, Tracy 
6T Jen, Janis, Jill, Diana, Sue, Kim 
6X Ann-Margaret, Michelle, Carolyn, Amy, Ana 
The “gang” on Dean Street Grainne, Jamie, Jen, Steve, Val, 
Adrian 
6W Kerry, Ronni, Sandi, Meg, Tara, Michelle 
Wachusett John, Jim, Guy 
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Burse 
As Seniors, we saw quite a few changes and events 
take place in the world. One such event, the Persian Gulf 
Crisis was on everyone’s mind. Iraq, led by Saddam 
Hussein, invaded Kuwait. The U.S. as well as other U.N. 
forces were sent to liberate Kuwait. The crisis lasted five 
and half months before war was declared. There were 
demonstrations for and against this war which lasted 
approximately six weeks. 
CURRENT 
EVENTS 
Another sign of 
change in the world 
came when Nelson 
Mandela was re¬ 
leased in Feb. 1990 
by President F.W. 
de Klerk. Mandela 
(who was given a 
life sentence in 
1962 for plotting 
the overthrow of 
the South African 
government) had 
become one of the 
world’s most influ¬ 
ential prisoners. 
We also experienced a true end to the Cold War between the the 
US/USSR and the breakdown of the “Iron Curtain’’. Germany became 
united and demonstrators from countries like Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hun¬ 
gary, Rumania, etc. demanded an end to Communist Party domination. 
While communism still holds on in the Soviet Union, Pres. Gorbachev 
struggles to unite and reform it. The Communist Party and the government 
agree that the country is in a critical economic condition, but they disagree 
on how to solve it. Evidence of the bad economic condition is the lack of food 
resulting in empty food shelves. 
1990-1091 117 
Assumption students had a wide variety of tastes in 
music. Some students interests were those of top-forty 
musicians including some new and some old groups. 
There was tough competition for three female-vocalists 
Madonna, Paula Abdul, and Janet Jackson. Others seen 
on the charts were the B-52’s, Roxette, In Vogue, John¬ 
ny Gill, Sinead O’Connor, and Lisa Stansfield. Rap music 
became popular with such names as M.C. Hammer, Bell 
Biv Devoe, Public Enemy, and the “infamous” 2 Live 
Crew. Many other students stayed with the good ole 
rock-n- roll they were used to: Phil Collins, Heart, Billy 
Idol, Aerosmith, etc. 
118 

Donald and Ivana Trump 
David Souter and President Bush Miss America 1991 Marjorie J. Vincent 
120 
Spike Lee and his sister, Joie 
W*. 
I A- 
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FDIC Chairman William Seidman 
NOTEWORTHY 
PEOPLE 
IN HONOR OF OUR MEN 
& WOMEN 
We, the Class of 1991, would like to rec¬ 
ognize the men and women who served in 
Operation Desert Storm. Many of us were 
touched in some way, either, by having a 
relative or friend involved in the war or by 
the continuous exposure of this conflict on 
the TV. This affected our daily lives during 
our last semester at Assumption. Every day, 
as we walked through the Campus Center, 
we could see the developments on the large 
screen TV. 
This dedication is neither for nor against 
any justification of the war. It is only an 
attempt on our part to support our troops 
who served in the Gulf. Although the war is 
officially over, we continue to support our 
men & women in defense of our country. 
Here is a list of family members and friends 
of Assumption seniors who were in Saudi 
Arabia: 
Tim Ouellette Leonard Welter 
Michael Gothie Laura Tremble 
SPC Richard J. Pelletier Monique M. Ray¬ 
mond 
Sean M. Lovely Sherrie Madore 
Sgt. John P. Ryan Chris Fanelli 
Lance Cpl. Ken Shaw 
Eddie Fleming 
Pvt. Richard Mannion, Jr. Bryan M. Dockett 
Capt. Joseph P. Connor Kelly E. Connor 
Capt. Neil McCray Kimberly Chamberlin 
PFC Richard D. Terry Michelle Boucher 
Lt., j.g. Bradford Mackenzie 
Jennifer Bennett 
(Assumption College, Class of 1989) 
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ASSUMPTION & WORLD EVENTS 
August-Aug. 3, 1990-Iraq invades Kuwait 
Aug. 7, 1990-US and Allies begin massive buildup 
Aug. 27, 1990- Assumption Seniors start last year, Classes 
begin 
September-US buildup quickens 
-North Korea’s, Gen. Kim Kwang Jin, the highest ranking 
official to visit South Korea in 45 years 
-Pres. Samuel K. Doe, of Liberia, dies 
October-S & L crisis could cost Americans $1 trillion 
Oct. 3, 1990-Germany reunites, Bonn seat of government 
Oct. 19-21 Parents Week-end 
-Soviet Union recognizes churches as legal entities with 
property rights 
November-US airlines hit hard by crude oil prices 
-Rep. William Weld becomes governor of Massachusetts 
Nov. 18, 1990-Dr. Raymond Marion receives honor from 
the the Assumptionists 
Nov. 22, 1990-Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher of Great 
Britain resigns 
Nov. 30, 1990-Assumption’s Christmas Ball 
December-Pentagon estimates Desert Shield will cost $30 
billion in 1991 
-Lech Walesa becomes Poland’s president under free elec¬ 
tions 
January- 
Jan. 16, 1991-US declares war on Iraq, starts five weeks of 
bombing raids. 
Jan. 22, 1991-Sen/ors start their last semester at Assump¬ 
tion 
February- 
Feb. 23, 1991-91 (84) Day’s Party 
Feb. 27, 1991-Kuwait is liberated. The War is over 
March-Russians approve idea of a popularly elected Presi¬ 
dent. Boris Yeltsin seeks the position. 
Mar. 1-10, 1991-Spring Break 
Mar. 23, 1991-50 Days Party 
April-Saddam Hussein attacks Kurdish refugees 
Apr. 12-14, 1991 -Sibling’s Week-end 
Apr. 20, 1991-Spring Semi-Formal 
Apr. 24, 1991-President’s End of the Year Reception for 
Seniors 
May-Sununu questioned about his “frequent flights” 
May 3, 1991-Lasf Day of Classes 
May 12-16, 1991-Senior Week 
May 17, 1991 -President’s Garden Reception for Graduates- 
/Baccalaureate Mass and Ceremony at St. Paul’s Cathe¬ 
dral in Worcester 
May 18, 1991 -Class of 1991 graduates 
122 
TYPICAL COSTS FOR ASSUMPTION STUDENTS 
Assumption Tuition $9,200 
Junction Burger $1.90 
Junction Fries .80 
Junction Pizza Slice $1.05 
Ben and Jerry’s Pint $2.05 
Gas, Unleaded $1.19 
Gap Jeans $34.99 
Pitcher of Beer $5.10 
Bottle of Beer at a local bar $2.50 
Postage Stamp $.29 
Candy Bar-Store $.45 
Candy Machine $.60 
Coke, Pepsi, etc. $.65 
Going to a Movie $6.50 
Laundry $.75 
Assumption Parking Sticker $25.00 
Milk, Gallon $2.00 
Loaf of Bread $1.00 
Greeting Cards $1.50-$2.00 
Cassette $7.99-$9.99 
Compact Disc $12.00-$ 15.00 
VCR Movie Rental $2.75 
Semi-Formal $60.00 
Worcester Gazette $.35 
Boston Globe $.35 
Haircut-Men $10.00 
Women $20.00 
Telephone Call $.10 
Computer Disk $1.00 
Assumption Hooded Sweatshirt $45.00 
Cf
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SENIOR SPORTS PLAYERS 
Football 
Tony Corniello 
Mike Drude 
Jeff Hunt 
Pat Luckart 
Tim Mara 
Jeff Reynolds 
Chris Whalen 
Mark Willett 
Men’s Soccer 
Mike Biron 
Keith Gautreau 
Steve Rock 
Women’s Soccer 
Kathleen Boyle 
Sue Cascio 
Andrea Szostkiewicz 
Women’s Tennis 
Allison Figueras 
Debbie Schmidt 
Margaret Smith 
Liz Worthington 
Field Hockey 
Tina Baceski 
Amanda DeSanto 
Heather Flaherty 
Jen Jacques 
Golf Lacrosse 
Carl Cieplinski 
Men’s Basketball 
Paul Collins 
Chris Arns 
Mike Biron 
Tim Burke 
Dave Hawkins 
Dave Janton 
Pete Richards 
Craig Salamone 
Chris Smith 
Women’s Basketball Baseball 
Janis Barringer 
Jill Shaw 
Chris Carrigan 
Bob Flagg 
Mike O’Keefe 
Volleyball Softball 
Kathleen Sweeney Janis Barringer 
Kim Last 
Hockey Men's Tennis 
Matt Bagley 
Steve Connolly 
Paul Lawler 
Kevin O’Neil 
John Peterson 
Mike Phillips 
Pete Siciliano 
Mike Choiniere 
Matt Clifford 
Jeff Keeney 
Vinnie Lopez 
Tim Lucey 
Cross Country 
Crew 
Chris Fanelli 
Tricia Grady 
Maureen Shea 
Kevin Bradley 
Kevin Geraghty 
Lou Nadeau 
Sean O’Brien 
Laura Sheridan 
Todd Tallman 
Len Welter 
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SPRING 
ACTIVITIES 
CAMPUS CENTER 
LASKA GYMNASIUM 
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Drapped on 928. 
I didn’t start the fire. 
Peace and Justice 
Hysteria on 928. 
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April 24, 1991 
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Bahama Bob’s 
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Red Sox 
Game 
May 13, 1991 
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May 14, 1991 Harbor Cruise 168 
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President’s 
Reception 
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St. Paul's Cathedral 
176 
Baccalaureate Mass 

Baccalaureate 
Dinner 
at 
the 
Centrum 
178 
May 17, 1991 
Graduation 
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May 18, 1991 
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To 6G: All I can say is Thank You! Love, Heidi 
To Michael D. Turpin, Esq.: I hope that you find the 
house and woman of your dreams! You are most 
likely to succeed! When you are wealthy, don’t 
forget us little folks! Love, Heidi 
To Richard St. Louis: Merci beaucoup! Bonne 
Chance! Tu es un ami formidable! Remerciez- 
vous de comprendre toujours! Souviens-toi de 
Richeidi! Avec l’amour, Heidi 
To L.C.: We’ve had our ups and downs - never 
forget the bathroom chat - you’re wonderful! 
Love, B.S. 
To R.S.: My roomie for four years - you’re a great 
kid - Best of luck in whatever you pursue! B.S. 
To M.T.: Mr. Real Estate - Thanks for waking me up 
to reality - Good luck to you always! B.S. 
To M.L.: We’ve had some great times - Good luck in 
your future years at A.C.! B.S. 
To H.M.: To the sweetest, smartest, happiest per¬ 
son I know at A.C. - Good luck! Love, B.S. 
To M.T.: Thanks for all the help with management - 
Love that savage tan from Florida - Good luck 
always! Love, B.S. 
To K.C.: What can I say, we’ve laughed and cried, 
had our ups and downs, and still you’ve always 
been there. Thanks for so many great memories. 
Best of luck to you. Love, B.S. 
To those who understand: OT dog, Are-Kansas, No 
worries, come on-one more, what’s yaz is yaz, Is it 
field or deluxe?, GOOT!, Can I borra a 
Buttweiser?, Where you went?, One bird in the 
hand is better than two in the bush, VOTKAH, 
See you later! Love, Jimmy 
Bryan, Nick, Kevin, Dylan, Moz, Rob: You guys are 
the best! It was great being neighbors for two 
years in a row! Best of luck! Keep in touch! Take 
Care! Love, Deirdre 
Liz S., Gina, Teresa, Katy, Liz A.: You’re the best 
roommates (and friends) anyone could ask for. 
The past two years are the ones I will cherish 
forever! Keep in touch! Good luck! Take care! 
Love, Deirdre 
To Mecca: Thanks for 4 memorable years; you 
were a great roomate. -Q 
To Cool C: Thanks for always being there for me. 
Keep in touch. -Q 
To Stacey: 11-26-89 is a date I will never forget. I 
love you very much. -Bob 
Janis: Roommates for the past four years and life¬ 
long friends! Best of Luck! Diana 
Allison: HAPPY DAY! Salad and french fries? Vel- 
vetta? 3 a.m.? Fried dough? You’re rolling it! 
Love, Diana 
Denise: May happiness find you and give you every¬ 
thing you deserve. Love, Diana 
Beth: Just one at Leitrim’s? Maybe someday. By 
then we’ll need to hire babysitters! -Diana 
Jennifer: I’ll never tell! Thanks for the gossip, great 
memories, and always being there. Love, Diana 
Adrienne & Val: Junior year thumbs up. Art? 
Thumbs down. Love you both! Diana 
To certain people: I say “Thank you for being a 
friend” -Elena 
To TH 6C: Thanks for being such good roomates. I 
love you all!! Liz A. 
To Meg, Sandi, Michelle, Tara and Ronni: Thank 
you for making the past four years the most fun 
and memorable times of my life. It would never 
have been the same without you. Congratulations 
and “Thank you for being a friend!” Love always, 
Kerry 
To Briola: 1996, I’m not going to forget!!! 
To Marybeth: Thanks for being such a great friend 
and roommate. Debbie 
To Liz, Kate, Gina, Deirdre, and Liz, Thanks for 
being such great friends and roommates! You are 
all very special. I’m glad to have shared these 
past two (or four) years with you and I know we 
have a lot more good times ahead. Love, Teresa 
To the guys in 6D: Thanks for two years of great 
times! Love, your neighbors, 6C 
To Jen G.: You may be Jenn 4, but to me you are 
#1. Love always, Bill (YIB) 
To 6L: How were those keg stands in Boston? 
To 12 Dean Street: “I got a wicked big secret.” Miss 
ya!! Love, Colleen 
To everyone from Jamaica: Is everyone still flying in 
their bubbles? 
Lori A.: Remember “Shook me all night long” with 
your head in the bucket? 
Colleen: He’s not deaf . . . He’s French!!! 
To 6L: To the five best roommates- Thanks for 
making senior year incredible! Love, Colleen 
Marie: Have you ever been in so much trouble as 
Christmas Break 1991? Colleen 
To Brian: Thanks for being you. I love you. Debbie 
To Debbie, Karen, Katie, and Sarah: Thanks for 
letting us into TH6Q!! Debbie 
To Mickey: I’ll always be YOUR Minnie!! 
To Denise G.: You’re a true friend forever. I love 
you!! Debbie B. 
To Bri: You and I in Vieques next year. Deb. “Olive 
juice”!! 
Margaret: Who ya gonna call? Ghostbusters 
Where, oh where has all my jewlery gone? 
Madness — DOT!! I’ve got the power. THE 
WOODNA! Tarot Cards and the ZEPHYR with 
Rod Stewart. Best Wishes, DEE. 
Spurr: Why don’t you take that BIG.tongue 
and . . . K-TEL Hits Rule. “Let me get this 
straight, you guys are brothers and you like to . . . 
. . ” SPUDS and Keystone. Dee 
Rooney: “Hey Bro, What’s Up?” Cancun- Hey We 
Want Some . . . “Can I Help You Girls?” But I 
live closer .... ST, PATRICK’S DAY PACT 
1990. Beamans in the afternoon. There is a fu¬ 
ture for you in the hotdog industry! W.W./ Shafts 
The CELLBLOCK Bananas and Felipe. Shake 
those shoulders Roon!! I will miss you tons! 
Thank you for everything! Love, Dee 
Molls: The MOLLSTER. Like gasoline you want to 
pump me . . . Cape Cod-You Q . . . Car Videos, 
I’ll be back for you later! Second one in The N . .. 
PASTA FAGIOLI POOHEAD, Want to do 
backs? ST. PATRICK’S DAY 1990, “Why don’t 
you just play?” Mike Baker’s stemware-NO- 
MORE! Make a wish BABY! HELP ME!! We are 
experiencing technical difficulties, Just what I 
needed to hear! LIMBO QUEEN. I will miss you 
most intensely Molls!! Dee 
Christine and Tracey: Thanks for being my best 
friends during my college years! Love, Mimi 
Michelle, Mimi, my roommate: It’s been great!! I 
Love You- I’m going to miss you and Good luck!! 
Tracey 
Christine- I’ll never forget all our comic-strip type 
memories- I’ve enjoyed every one. Tracey 
Thanks Mom and Dad- I Love You, Super 
Carl- It’s been a very memorable year. Thanks for 
everything and good luck. Love, Tracey 
Thank-you Mom and Dad for all your support - I 
Love You, Michelle 
Chris, You mean the world to me, now and forever, 
Thank You for being my destiny, 9-26-92. Love, 
Michelle 
Tracey, Thank you for all your support encourage¬ 
ment. I wouldn’t have made it without you. I’ll 
miss you! Love, Mimi 
Long live the chicken! 
Oh No! There goes the toilet paper holder! 
B.B. Rides are the best. 
To my parents: It came from your father It was all 
he had to give So it’s yours to use and cherish As 
long as you may live If you lose the watch he gave 
you It can always be replaced But the black mark 
on your name dear Can never reinstate It was 
clean the day you took it And a worthy name to 
bear When I got it from my father There was no 
dishonor there So make sure you guide it wisely 
Cuz after all is said and done You’ll be glad your 
name is spotless When you give it to your son. 
Love Ya 
Maureen Leary: CANADA RULES. “Prof, of the 
Year feud” Salisbury Vending 
Carl- Thanks for being a good friend! Love, Michelle 
Claudia- Good luck in Grad, school!! Love, Tracey 
and Michelle 
Why does TH12 remind me of Magarittaville? 
Brian- Remember faxing your I.D. to Daytona? 
Did Mary really exist? 
Dorothy: Remember Jimmy and the ham sandwich? 
Thursday nights: “Simpson’s”, Cheers, Margaritta- 
ville and Casey’s 
Dawn: Remember helping me celebrate my birth¬ 
day? 
What do you mean Casey’s doesn’t have a coat 
check? 
Dawn and Dorothy: What sister story are you using 
tonight? 
To M.T., M.C., and R.S.: Yes our friends are in the 
yearbook, what’s your point?- L.C. 
To the M-Clan: All the dinners were the best and so 
was the company. We made so many memories! 
See you all at the reunion- I’ll miss you! Love, 
Lisa 
Heidi: I’ll miss you talking in your sleep! What did 
you say anyway?! You’ve been awesome- thanks 
for everything! Love, Lisa 
Kristen: You were a great roommate and friend. I’m 
still singing at your wedding someday, right? 
Love, Lisa 
Shelly: Did we ever pay attention at basketball 
games?! Thanks for all the fun times - you were a 
great listener! Love, Lisa 
Mike T.: We’ve gone from one extreme to the other 
and you know which one I prefer. You are a 
wonderful friend. Good luck in all your real estate 
endeavors! Love, Lisa 
Mare: The past four years have been incredible! 
Heck of a deal! Thanks for all the crazy, fun 
times. I’ll never forget our “loves” and all the 
advice and wisdom you bestowed upon me! BF 
Love, Lisa 
B.S.: We went through a lot, but I’m glad we turned 
out friends.- L.C. 
To Mare, Lise, Kris, Mike, Mike, and Rick: May the 
Moynihan Clan Live On Forever! Love, Heidi 
To Mare: Thanks for always being my friend!! I’ll 
never forget all the great times these past four 
years! Never forget Orientation, the Baas, dish¬ 
washers on fire, and all the zany things that hap¬ 
pened these past four years! Love, Heidi-Ho 
To Lise: We have a truly wonderful friendship which 
we’ve worked hard to attain! These past four 
years have been great!! I’ll never forget Chorale 
especially the Cabarets! Thanks for enduring 
Elmo, stickers, Post-Its, and all my paraphernalia 
these past two years! Best of luck in the future! 
Love, Heidles 
To Kristen B.: Thank you for living in 6B this year! 
You are a wonderful friend and you kept me 
sane!! Thanks for Florida and never be sympa¬ 
thetic! Remain just the way you are! Love, Heidi 
To Rick, Bob, Mike L., Mike T.: Best of luck in the f 
uture! You are great!! I’ll never forget these past 
four years filled with escapades galore!! Love, 
Heidi-Ho 
To Len: Think Integrity!! Love, Heidi-Ho Moshead 
Liz, Gina, Deirdre, Liz, and Teresa, Thank you for 
being such wonderful friends to me. I am so lucky 
to have you in my life. Thank you for being there 
for me and know that I’ll always be here for you. I 
love you! Love, Kate 
Rob, Bryan, Kevin, Nick, Mike and Dylan, Thank 
you for being the brothers I never had. I love you 
guys! Love, Kate 
6T- Thanks for being my “home away from home”. 
I’ll miss you. Love, Ades 
Lynchie- Wiggle it ... 1, 2, 3, not it! Luv ya, Ades 
Val- 108, Pina Coladas, beerz in bed, lost boys, 
Chuck’s bitchin sled, 312, smokin in the hall, 
BUD, Deeks, Leitrims, R.I., Deeks, Blarney, Ca¬ 
sey’s, Gallagers, 316, Dean St., we never went to 
the circus, Zepplin, soaps, Indigo’s, R.E.M., 
Home and away, Thunder Road, 10:31, two true 
loves, 3o Something, our blue couch, soccer, lax, 
Royce, babysitting, USE ONE, cry on my shoul¬ 
der, Did you make the seven for senior week? 
“X” at Leitrim’s after smoke . . . I’ll miss you but 
I’ll never be far, soul mates, I love you Nat- Ades 
Jamie- Party on Royce! Don’t ever forget France 
and Ireland. I’ll miss you and I love you -Ades 
Val, Jamie, Dave, Darren, Fin, 6k, A1 and Sher; 4 
years isn’t enough, let’s keep it going- I love you 
all -Ades 
Colleen- Please tell us your secret. Ades 
Sid: See ya in Wyoming-5 years right? 
Diana D.: The time will come when our questions 
will be answered, our fears will be calmed, our 
dreams will be heard, “And so she woke up, 
woke up from where she was lying still, said I, 
gotta do something about where we’re going” 
Ades 
Big Bird: You’re the best partner in crime I’ve ever 
found! Too bad we depended on each other to 
keep the other out of trouble- we couldn’t even 
keep ourselves out of trouble! I love ya and I’ll 
miss you a lot!- Dracula 
Hey Hauser- We should take the juggling act on the 
road! Love ya lots, Julie 
Class of 1991- Thanks for the memories! Cheers! 
Julie Bagaglio 
Julie, Heather, Christine and Kristen- Thanks for 
making last semester memorable and fun! Love, 
Julie 
Sean O’Brien: The memories from Freshman-Senior 
Year. Thanks. I do love you! Jen 
Tina: Don’t blow all your money on vanity, it’s too 
expensive and to painful-Amanda 
Heather: Who me? Get a job? Heck no, no way, 
never, nope, be serious. -Amanda 
Lisa: After knowing me you’ll always be safe; well, 
in a thunderstorm anyway- Amanda 
To My Classmates- Remember the Chinese proverb 
“It is better to light a candle than to curse the 
darkness.” Don’t be apathetic, be an integral part 
of the world we live in. Peace and God Bless all of 
you- Jennifer M. Wright 
To: 6 Chicks and 6 Dorks- great friends, family 
dinners, laughter, “wars”, commune living. Girls-I 
never peeled his potatoes! Guys-Viva Las Vagas! 
Best of luck. I miss you already. -Um, see ya at 
the five year reunion! Love, Gina 
Teresa and Katy: I never would have made it with¬ 
out you guys- Thanks. Love, Gina 
Keith H. You are the brother I never had. Thanks 
for being you-you’re the the best! Best wishes 
always! “Let’s share!” Love, Gina 
JS- Eddie! MB, CM, JL- Good Luck! 
CM & MB- Ring!! 
Good Luck LL, BA, MD, JS, DD, TH19 
Good Luck LL, MD, JS, TH19 
Bruce, thanks for always being there! I love you, 
Karen 
Rose, Des to Townhouse 3- it’s been great! Love, 
Karen 
Jen, Juice, Sheri, Julie, Rose- I love you guys! Ka¬ 
ren 
Jody: When’s the plane leaving for Wheel of For¬ 
tune? I want my convertible Corvette! Jen 
To the Moynihan Clan- Thank you for four great 
years of friendship and fun! It is wonderful to 
know that I can always count on you guys! I love 
you all a lot! Love, Mare hyplrcolor 
M.L. - After all this, we really are best friends, and I 
thank you. Love, Mare 
L.C. - You’ve been a wonderful friend and room¬ 
mate. Thanks for all your patience, and for al¬ 
ways being there. BF to you too. Love, Mare 
M.T. - From the first day with the suitcase to the last 
days of senior year, the memories are great, and 
so are you. Love, Mare 
H.M. - Thanks for always understanding, and drudg¬ 
ing through everything with me. Boston? Love, 
Mare 
R.S. - What do you think of the finished product? 
From History to Identity, it’s been great. Love, 
Mare 
K.C. - What a year! But we’ve known all along-You 
really do love us!! Love, Mare 
Kevin Robert Henkin 
Congratulations on your graduation. 
You have worked hard and accomplished much! We 
are very proud of you and love you very much. 
Mom, Dad & Lori 
Robert Craig Seymour 
Congratulations and Best Wishes to our son Robei 
Craig Seymour. 
Love, Mom and Da 
Glenn Hoffman: 
“He who smiles rather than rages is always the stron¬ 
ger. ” God bless you especially, Glenn Hoffman 
Love, Mom, Greg, and Kerri 
Tracy Solan: 
CONGRATULATIONS TRACY!! GREAT JOB 
Love, Misty and Thor 
Daniel J. Lappin: 
Congratulations son, we are proud of you - May all 
your dreams come true. You have much to give every¬ 
one you meet. Love, Mom, Dad & Stephen 
Michael E. Luciani: 
How blessed we are to have had the priviledge c 
being yiur parents. We are so proud of you. Love, Mon 
and Dad 
Amanda L. Flora: 
Congratulations “6 K’rnky Girls. Amanda, Deni, Ma¬ 
rie, Kristin, Carla, Renee Welcome to the real world. We 
love you. 
J.B., Chick, Jen, and Nicole 
Kimberly Henrard; 
Well done, Kimba 
You’re everything we could have hoped for. Ou 
pride and love know no bounds. Love, Mom and Dai 
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Michelle Dupre: 
To Michelle, 
So proud of all you have accomplished during your 
college years at Assumption. May your future bring you 
every happiness. 
Love, Mom and Dad 
Way to go CHICKYII Love, Mom, Dad, and Frank 
Michelle Rose Wilson: 
Michelle, 
Congratulations not only on your graduation but on the 
beautiful person you have become. We thought you might 
like the following as part of your yearbook. 
If I can stop one heart from breaking 
I shall not live in vain 
If I can ease one life from aching 
Or cool one pain 
Or help one fainting robin 
Unto his nest again 
I shall not live in vain 
(Emily Dickinson) (1830-1886) 
All Our Love, Dad, Mom, & Carl 
David Nix: 
We’re very proud. Congratulations. Love, Mom and 
Dad 
Esteban J. Rodriguez: 
Congartualtions! We are very proud of you. It’s going 
to be tough at Tufts but we know you can do it. 
Mami, Papi, & Marisa 
' - 
Todd Michael Tallman: 
Congratulations Todd!! I love you - Tra¬ 
cy. 
To my travelling partner; California here 
we come. CONGRATS! Love, Tina 
“It’s nice to be important but it’s impor¬ 
tant to be nice. ” You did it. 
Love, Tammy 
Todd-we are very proud of you for all you 
have accomplished; academically, sports, 
committees, clubs, work. We will always be 
here for you. Love, Mom and Dad 
(Don’t forget I want a black Cadillac - Mom) 
Chris Kloft: 
CONGRATULATIONS. We love your 
specialness and we are very proud of who 
you’ve become. Thank you for blessing 
our lives. God bless & Good Luck. Love, 
Mom and Dad 
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James Patrick Vasquezi 
CONGRA TULA TIONS 
Congratulations on this very happy occasion. We have 
always known that you have what it takes to dream, to 
dare and to do. Above all you did it all with style. 
Words cannot express how proud we are of all you 
have achieved. We know that the future holds still more 
success for you. 
Thank you for this very special time in our lives. 
All our love, Mom & Dad 
Teresa Ann Zoph 
Teresa, may your gifts from God and love from your 
family and friends be with you throughout your life. 
Congratulations on a job well done, we are truly proud of 
you. God Bless America and Assumption College. Love, 
Lizette & Tony, Bill & Katie, Eric, Memire, Mom and 
Dad 
Christopher J. Force 
Congratulations Chris You have made us all very 
proud and happy. We salute you for a job well done. 
Continued good fortune in the future as you reach for 
the stars!!!! 
Love, Mom and Dad 
Lori Benestad 
Lori Lynn, 
Love is truth, patient, kind, and proud. 
Love is faith, hope and giving. 
I am proud of your accomplishments. 
I love you and wish you happiness and success! Love, 
Dad. 
Esteban Rodriguez 
FELICIDADES A ESTEBAN JOSE 
DE MIMA 
DUNKIN' 
DONUTS 
15 Pacella Park Drive 
Randolph, MA 02368 
Mailing Address: 
P.O. Box 317 
Randolph, MA 02368 
m (617)986-2200 
William P. Daly 
Director of 
Development/Operations 
Gina Marie DaCruz, 
Thanks for all your help and for breaking me in at 
Assumption. We’re all very proud of you. Love 
always, Mom, Dad, Lisa, Julie and John. 
Susan Beth O’Mara, 
Congratulations Susan Beth O’Mara! Good Luck 
and Success in the future. You have brought me 
GREAT JOY and GREAT PRIDE. I love you. 
Love, Mom. 
Susan O’Mara, 
Congratulations Susan O’Mara. We’re very proud 
of you! Keep up the good work in graduate school. 
Love Uncle Richard & Aunt Pat 
Suz O’Mara, 
Congratulations! Well, you made it out before me. 
Success in Grad School. I love you. All my love 
always, Jim. 
Susan O’Mara, 
Congratulations and continued success in your fu¬ 
ture endeavors, you have made us very proud! 
Love, Kerry, Ann, Elisha. 
Kerry Marie O’Connell, 
Congratulations Kerry, we had a wish and you 
made that wish come true. Thanks, Love, and 
Bonne Chance as you begin a new passage. 
Raymond G. LeBeau, Jr., 
Ray, we are so proud of you. Remember that our 
love and God’s will follow you always. Dad & Mom. 
Timothy J. Mara, 
We love you and are proud of your accomplish¬ 
ments so far, and for the many more in your future, 
Love, Mom, Dad, Ted, Todd, Adam, & Gram. 
Kevin Leonard, 
Congratulations Kevelyn! Football Face and I are 
so proud of you! May God hold you in the palm of 
His hand. Love, Mom. 
Edward Timothy Saucier, 
Remember your yesterdays-enjoy today-dream 
your tomorrows. The opportunities open to you 
are endless. Love You, Mom, Dad, & John. 
Gina Dialessi, 
Gina D. Look our world, here she comes. Congrat¬ 
ulations, we will always love you, from your par¬ 
ents, grandparents, Ann Marie, JoAnn, and Vin. 
James L. Hyde, 
Jamie, Thank you for being you-a constant source 
of joy. We are so proud of you! Love, Luck, Con- 
gratulations-Mom, Dad, Marianne, & Scott. 
Tracey Ann Pequeno, 
Congratulations and God bless to our daughter for 
a happy and fulfilling future! 
Danielle Natalie Cannito, 
Danielle, you are the sunshine of our life! May all 
your dreams for the future come true. God bless 
you always. Love, Mother, Dad, & Greg. 
Bruce Coffin, Jr., 
What we are is God’s gift to us. What we become is 
our gift to God. From your family with love. 
Laurel Marie Granat, 
Laurel: We are so very proud of you on this special 
day — as we have always been. We love you-Mom 
and Dad. 
Elizabeth Aldorisio, 
Elizabeth, we are sure you will remember with 
pride your four successful years at Assumption 
where you experienced new friendships, good 
times, and intellectual growth. Mom, Dad, and 
Laurene. 
Colleen Lura Woodman: 
May joy and peace surround you, contentment 
latch your door, and happiness be with you now 
and bless you ever more. Love, Woodman, Mom, 
Dan, and Suzy. 
Ellen O: 
To “Little Ellen O’’. When the going got tough, the 
tough got going. Your supportive family, the Otta- 
vianos. 
Karen Marie LaMarca, 
Dear Karen, We are so proud of you and all that 
you have accomplished. We wish you good health, 
happiness, contentment, and a lifetime of treasured 
memories. Congrats Teacher! Love, Mom, Dad, 
Bob, David, and Julie. 
Diana Mary Zubrowski, 
Congratulations, you are the greatest! We love you 
and are very proud of you. Mom, Dad, Michael, 
Kathryn, Tricia, and Fred. 
Lisa Yarussi, 
Lisa, Four years of hard work, The effort was 
yours, The rewards will be yours, The pride will be 
mine. Dad. 
Nicholas James Metcalf, 
Nick, we are very proud of you! Our Love, Mom 
and Marty. 
Nick Metcalf, 
Congratulations Nick, Love April. 
Tara Dowden, 
Congratulations Tara. We love you. Mom, Dad, 
Erin, Megan and Jimmy. 
Jeffrey D. Keeney, 
#1 Son-“Quality is never an accident; it is always 
the result of high intention, sincere effort, intelli¬ 
gent direction and skillful execution.” Mom & Dad. 
Robert W. Symes, 
We are all very proud of you today. May your new 
venture in life bring you success and happiness. 
Love Mom, Dad, Michael, Mary Kay, and Grand¬ 
parents. 
Christine M. Nogueira, 
“Annie”-You done good!!! Congratulations! We’re 
proud of you. Look out world, here she comes! 
Love, kisses, hugs, and prayers- Mom and Dad. 
Lisa Champagne, 
Congratulations Lisa. We are very proud. Happi¬ 
ness always. All our love, Mom & Dad. 
Brian Gregory Washburn, 
“Bubba B” Great Job. Love ya ME SHW 
Kathleen Tivnan, 
Kathy, with pride and love, we congratulate you! 
Dad, Mom, and Mike. 
Katherine A. Conley, 
Katie, Congratulations! We are proud of you and 
love you very much. Love, Mom, Dad, and Phil. 
Christine Marie Cullen, 
Christine, Good luck in your future endeavors. We 
love you very much and we are extremely proud of 
you. Love, Mom, Dad, Jim and Billy. 
Rafael Grovas, 
Congratulations 
Lori Ann Arcidiacono, 
It has been a long hard four years, but your 
achievements have made me very proud of you. 
Love, Ma. 
William Anthony Galli, 
Class of 1991. Congratulations Bill! We’re proud of 
you. God bless you, good luck, and much success 
and happiness forever. Love, Dad, Mom, Chris and 
Marie-Elena. 
Dawn Marie Fater, 
Lots of luck and happiness and may you continue 
to make today’s dreams tomorrow’s reality. You 
deserve the best and we’re proud of you. Congrat¬ 
ulations! Love, Mom & Dad. 
Michael P. Connors, 
Happy birthday Mike. We’re really proud of you. 
Love, Mom and Dad. 5-18-91 
Doreen Yelle, 
Congratulations babe, you made it through 4 years 
and we’re proud of you. Good luck. Love, Mom 
and Dad 
Claudia Dell’Ano, 
You accomplished a difficult feat these past four 
years. You’re a wonderful daughter, and most of 
all, We Love You. Mom and Dad. 
Richard E. St. Louis, Jr., 
Rick, Congratulations! We are proud. We know 
how hard you’ve worked. Having a son like you, is 
every parent’s dream. We’re lucky. Love, Mom, 
Dad and Guy. 
Colleen Anne Canty, 
Congratulations and ‘‘God bless”, Colleen! With 
pride and love, Mom and Dad. 
Margaret Mary Sheppard, 
Pegi, Congratulations and best wishes from your 
proud parents George and Nancy Sheppard and 
your nine brothers and sisters, Deb, Sue, Kathy, 
Pam, Peter, Tom, Patrick, John, and Christopher. 
Dawn Marie Fater, 
Congratulations, Dawn! Don’t worry. I’m sure the 
real world is more scared than you are. Anyway, 
you’ll do just fine. Love, Neil. 
Tracey DeSimone, 
Congratulations Super, Love Mom and Dad!! 
Elena B. Hessney, 
With lots of love and pride as you graduate. Mum 
& Jose. 
Heather Kench, 
From the proud parents of Heather Kench, words 
cannot express the pride and love we feel for you. 
You should be proud of yourself. 
Heather Kench, 
Heather, Congratulations, you really did it! We’re 
proud of you. Are you really moving back in? Love 
and Kisses Brian and Amy. 
Laura Sheridan, 
We could not be more proud! We love you. Dad 
and Gail 
Laura Sheridan, 
Awesome! Nice going big sister! Debra and 
Michael. 
Timothy Peacock, 
Tim-You did it! We are so proud of you! Thanks for 
being a “special son and brother”! Mom, Dad, Jeff, 
Terry, Sean, and Jonathan. 
Carolyn Marie Morrissette, 
Congratulations Carolyn! Love, Mom and Dad. 
Brendon Smith, 
Well done, Brendon. We wish you all the best in 
your future endeavours. Love and God bless. 
Mom, Dad, Cathleen, Angela & Heather. 
David Mecca, 
Dave, Congratulations from your family who loves 
you and is very proud of you! 
Kristin Kearney, 
Dear Kristin, What a special day for you as well as 
for us. We love you! You have made us very proud. 
Mom and Dad. 
Eric G. Ouellette, 
To Eric O: Love and Congratulations from Momma 
and Papa. 
Karen A. Ouellette, 
To Karen A. O: Love and Congratulations from 
Momma and Papa. 
Matthew C. Atter, 
Congratulations, Matt! We’re really proud of you!! 
Love, and best wishes for a happy and successful 
future. Dad, Mom, Steve, Chris, and Sasha. 
Lisa McKiernan 
We are all very proud of you, congratulations. 
Mom, Dad, John, Mike and Steve. 
Robin L. Miller 
Congratulations! You made it and we are very 
proud of you. Our love and best wishes for a 
wonderful future are with you. Mom/Rod 
Katy A. Cuffe 
Congratulations, Katy A. Cuffe! Love, Your Fam¬ 
ily. Dad, Mum, Kelley, and Kerrin. 
Joseph Lemay 
Congratulations Joe. We are very proud of you. 
Hope all your dreams come true. All our love. 
Mom and Dad and family. 
Caroline Marie Ruth Gagne, 
Congratulations and best of luck! All our love, Mr. 
and Mrs. Joseph R. Gagne and family. 
Julie A. Bagaglio 
Congratulations-Love Dad and Danita 
Tricia Grady* 
Congratulations! You’re on your way. Good luck 
from Pop Pop & Alice. 
Tricia Grady 
Congratulations and good luck from Mom, Dad & 
Frank 
Cousin Tricia 
We know you will succeed in the world of comput¬ 
ers, Love and affection Mitchell, Paul and Sa¬ 
mantha. 
Corey P. Kleinbauer 
Congratulations Corey, May you be happy and 
successful always. We are very proud of you. “Viel 
Gluck.” Love, Mom, Dad, Kristy & Derek. 
David A. Hawkins 
Hawk #5-We are really proud of all of your accom- 
plishments-love, Mom, Dad & Michelob 
Margaret A. Rice, 
Congratulations and best wishes, Margaret Rice, 
from Mom and Dad. 
Sherrie Lynn Madore, 
Dear Sherrie, wishing you health, happiness, and a 
bright and wonderful future. May all your dreams 
be fulfilled. My love to you always, Mom. 
Robert T. Kuehnel, 
Bobby, we are all proud of you. You are a wonder¬ 
ful person. We love you. From Mom, Dad, Kristen 
and Melissa. 
Laura Sheridan, 
Congratulations, Laura Sheridan, on your gradua¬ 
tion and good luck in law school. We are so proud 
of you. Love, Mom and Steve, Debbie, and Mike. 
Tammie Johnson, 
All your hard work paid off. We love you and we’re 
so proud of you. Congratulations-Mom & Dad. 
Andrew James Maclssac, 
Life is like a cup of tea. It’s how you make it. Make 
it great Andy! Love, Dad and Mom. 
Andmorgen J. Martens, 
We love you. We are very proud of you. You know 
that we will always be here for you. God bless you. 
Dad and Anne. 
Tina Baceski, 
Congratulations Tina. We love you and we’re very 
proud of you. Love, Dad, Mom, and Susan. 
Robert Jude Ayles, 
From class president to top greyhound — We’re 
proud of your accomplishments. Love, Mom and 
Dad. 
Guys in 6D, 
You have accomplished a great feat. May success 
and happiness be all you meet. Saturday is pizza on 
Warren Street. Fred & Connie Ayles. 
Peter J. Richards, 
Alleluia! Alleluia! and Congratulations. Mom and 
Dad. 
Marty E. Golden, Jr., 
Wow! Ay Carumba! Awesome! The sky’s the limit! 
Go for it! Congrats!!! Our Love, Parent Persons. 
Marie Bridget Caulfield, 
Marie Congratulations. We are proud that you’re a 
member of the graduating class of ’91. May you 
always find laughter and joy from all you meet. 
Good Luck. Best Wishes. Love, Mom & Dad. 
Danielle C. Jandreau, 
Danielle-Congratulations! We know the future is 
full of happiness and success for you. We love you 
and are very proud of you. Mom and Dad. 
Laura Tremble, 
We are both very proud of you, Love, Mom and 
Dad. 
Ann-Margaret Tessi, 
Pray for strength to do your best, and with confi¬ 
dence leave the rest to God. Congratulations and 
Love, from Mom and Dad. 
Jennifer Godin, 
Congratulations Jen! You have accomplished what 
you thought was so far away. Don’t look back. 
Look ahead! Love and pride, Mom, Dad, & Ken. 
Sheri A. Mitchell, 
Sheri, Congratulations! We’re so PROUD of you. 
Wishing you great success and happiness in the 
future. Love Ya! Mom, Dad, and David. 
Jane Corinne Brouillard, 
Best of Luck for a wonderful future! We are so 
proud of you. All our love, Mom, Dad, Anne, Rob, 
and Biff. 
Bryan M. Dockett, 
Congratulations with love and pride to a wonderful 
son. We are so proud of your accomplishments. 
Love, Mom and Dad. 
Rose Welsh, 
Congratulations Rose! We are very proud of you. 
We wish you happiness and lots of success in the 
future. Love always, Mom and Dad. 
Sherri A. Wilder, 
Sherri, You have made your family extremely 
proud, especially me. We wish you the very best 
the future can bring. Love, Mom and Dad. 
Dennis Michael Warren, 
Congratulations on a good four years and may the 
years ahead be your best ones yet. Love, Dad and 
Mom. 
Michelle A. Remillard, 
As always we are very proud of you- - -Congratula¬ 
tions Michelle!! With all our love, Mom and Dad. 
Edward Timothy Saucier, 
To a wonderful grandson and nephew. Wishing you 
much love, happiness and success in all your en¬ 
deavors. God Bless you always. Love Nana & Aunt 
Loretta. 
Eddie Saucier, 
Congratulations, I am proud of you. Love, Kelly. 
Eddie Saucier, 
Congratulations. Best of Luck in your future ca¬ 
reer. The Tisdells. 
Uncle Eddie, 
Love you. Timothy and Mackenzie Coakley. 
Eddie, 
Wish you love & happiness. You’ve been like a son 
to us and we’re proud to share in your success. 
Aunt Dawn and Uncle Bobby. 
Senior Hockey Players, 
Congratulations to the Senior Hockey Players-Phil 
(7), Sis (11), Petey (15), Bags (35), Kevin (24), Paul 
(4). We enjoyed 4 great years. Jack and Mary 
Phillips. 
Michael A. Phillips, 
Mike-Best of Luck-You worked hard-Now enjoy it. 
Mom and Dad. 
Kristin Luna, 
We’re so proud of you, Kristin. Love, Mom, Dad, 
Tracey and Kerri. 
Elizabeth M. Covino, 
To our Izzy, Your accomplishment and success has 
made us all very proud of you. Our congratulations 
and love always, Dad, Mom, & Barbara 
Melissa Dullea Ward, 
Dearest Missy, may your future be one “where the 
mind is without fear and the head is held high.” 
(Tagore) All our love, Mom & Dad. 
Carolyn Tylenda, 
With all our love and best wishes to Carolyn on 
your graduation. May your future be always sunny 
and bright. Love, Mom and Dad. 
Carolyn Tylenda, 
Congratulations to our granddaughter Carolyn on 
your graduation. Love and best wishes to you in 
your future years. Babci and Dziadzi. 
Dawn Marie Fater, 
Good luck Dawn Marie! We’re proud of you and 
love you very much. Best of luck in the future. With 
Love, Grandma and Grandpa. 
Lisa J. Murray, 
Congratulations to our almost dentist. Now it’s the 
patients turn to faint in the patient’s chair. Love, 
Mom, Fred, Brian, and Pookey. 
Christopher Edwin McIntosh, 
The future is yours to formulate. Our pride and 
love are with you. Congratulations! Mom, Dad, and 
Mary. 
Robert W. St. Cyr, 
Bob, I’m wishing you all the happiness and Love 
this world has to offer. Best of luck in all your 
endeavors, big brother! Love, Mik. 
Robert W. St. Cyr. 
Bob, our love and congratulations on your college 
graduation. Good luck in all you do. Love, Mom & 
Dad 
The Cieplinski Family 
Susan Beth O’Mara, 
Congratulations and we’re proud of you! Love, 
Dad, Joan, and Alison 
Congratulations to the Senior Hockey Players- 
Phil (7) Sis (15) Bags (35) Kevin (24) Paul (4) We 
enjoyed four great years. Jack and Mary Phillips 
Michael A. Phillips, 
Best of luck - You worked hard - now enjoy it Mom 
and Dad 
To the guys in 6D-“Stop in any time and we’ll go 
over the mountain” -Earl Z. 
To the gals in 6C (6 chicks) - “Thanks for being a 
friend to T.A.Z.” - The Z’s 
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Elizabeth A Aldorisio 
5 Potter Circle 
Northboro, MA 01532 
John M Anderson 
26 Boxwood Dr 
East Greenwich, Rl 02818 
Kathleen M Angco 
262 Steiger Dr 
Westfield, MA 01085 
Susan M. Ansara 
144 Massasoit Rd. 
Worcester, MA 01604 
Bernadette S. Antaki 
97-45 106 St. 
Ozone Park, NY 11416 
Mark E Anziano 
33 Elm Ave 
Longmeadow, MA 01106 
Lori A Arcidiacono 
352 Howe 
Methuen, MA 01844 
Christopher S Arns 
219 Hoppin Hill Rd 
North Attleboro, MA 
02760 
Rachelle Arseneau 
225 Canton St 
Fitchburg, MA 01420 
Matthew C Atter 
131 Bickford Hill Rd 
Gardner, MA 01440 
Robert J Ayles 
25 Warren St 
Leominster, MA 01453 
Tina M Baceski 
143B Hartland Rd 
Tolland, 01034 
Julie A Bagaglio 
10 Edgewood Rd 
Milford, 01757 
Matthew H Bagley 
45 Norman Rd 
Melrose, MA 02176 
Janis A Barringer 
PO Box 244 199 Grace 
Lane 
Oakham, MA 01068 
Kathleen N Beausoleil 
91 Breault St 
Putnam, CT 06260 
Robert J. Beeman 
23 Laurelwood Dr 
Wallingford, CT 06492 
Debra A. Bell 
20 Keeney Ln 
New London, CT 06320 
Lori L Benestad 
19090 Fox Landing Drive 
Boca Raton, FL 33434 
Jennifer A Bennett 
31 Leslie Rd 
Worcester, MA 01605 
Deborah J Bilodeau 
413 Linwood Ave. 
Whitinsville, MA 01588 
Michael J Biron 
8 Donnelly St 
Lewiston, ME 04240 
William J. Blair 
87 Main Street 
Rutland, MA 01543 
Carleton D Boardman 
56 Cedar Cove Rd 
Swansea, MA 02777 
Renee R Bois 
Po Box 942 Route One 
Ogunquit, ME 03907 
Anthnoy Bosco 
12 Hingham Ct 
Leominster, MA 01423 
Peter L Bosse 
4 Village St 
Millis, MA 02054 
Julie E Bouchard 
58 N Ashland St 
Worcester, MA 01609 
Michelle A Boucher 
23 Rush Pond Rd 
Lakeville, MA 02347 
Renee P Bourgea 
3 Crestshire Dr 
Lawrence, MA 01843 
Kathleen E Boyle 
1 Mott St 
Arlington, MA 02174 
Kevin J Bradley 
16 Caro St #3 
Worcester, MA 01610 
Ruthann Brawley 
10 Westdale Rd 
Westwood, MA 02090 
Andrew R Bressette 
10 Stewart Ave 
Monson, MA 01057 
Adrienne S Brockmyre 
985 Longmeadow St 
Longmeadow, MA 01106 
Jane C Brouillard 
21 Mcbride St Po Box 73 
Northbridge, MA 01534 
Mark D Buckley 
12 Pine Glen Terr 
Wallingford, CT 06492 
Elizabeth A. Bunker 
894 Entrada Place 
Chula Vista, CA 92010 
Michaela J Buratczuk 
225 Samuel Gorton Ave 
Warwick, Rl 02889 
Timothy E Burke 
10 Apache Trail 
Weston, MA 02193 
Thomas H. Cabral 
138 Main St. 
Millbury, MA 01527 
Sean M Caddigan 
4 Partridge Rd 
Westboro, MA 01581 
Maureen Caldon 
192 South Rd 
Hampden, MA 01036 
Melissa H Canaday 
1 Park Ave Terr 
Bronxville, NY 10708 
Danielle N Cannito 
3 Black Haw Dr 
Cromwell, CT 06416 
Damian M Canny 
204 Metcalf Rd 
Tolland, CT 06084 
Colleen A Canty 
66 W Main ST 
Dudley, MA 01570 
Kristen B Carey 
16 Forest Park Dr 
Lakeville, MA 02346 
Theresa A Carney 
14 Bates St 
Danvers, MA 01923 
Paul L Carpenter 
44 Scenic Dr 
Leominster, MA 01453 
Christopher T Carrigan 
5 Marsh Hawk Way 
West Boylston, MA 01583 
Kristen M Carroll 
14 Loris Rd 
Danvers, MA 01923 
Michele L Casavant 
168 Allison Dr 
Torrington, CT 06790 
Trinidad M Cascia 
5 Ellis Rd 
Enfield, CT 06082 
Susan L Cascio 
89 Merriman Rd 
Wethersfield, CT 06109 
William R. Cass 
92 Columbus Avenue 
Salem, MA 01970 
James M Castro 
96 Thacher St 
Attleboro, MA 02703 
Marie B Caulfield 
363 Greenlodge St 
Dedham, MA 02026 
Karen M Ceppetelli 
29 Overlook Ave 
Webster, MA 01570 
Kimberley A Chamberlin 
36 Briar Hill Rd 
Avon, CT 06001 
Lisa J Champagne 
535 Woonsocket Hill Rd 
North Smithfield, Rl 
02895 
Pi Lan Cheng 
11 Beechmont St 
Worcester, MA 01609 
Stephanie C Chicoine 
812 Pike Ave 
Attleboro, MA 02703 
Michael G Choiniere 
21 Edgewood Dr 
Enfield, CT 06082 
Sarah L Chordas 
6 Chestnut Ln 
Wallingford, CT 06492 
Carl J Cieplinski 
757 S Branch Pkwy 
Springfield, MA 01118 
Anne M Clark 
14 Stark Dr 
East Granby, CT 06026 
Robert H Clark 
10 Briarwood Rd 
Rutland, MA 01543 
Tracy L Clark 
Coderre St Box 756 
Boylston, MA 01505 
Matthew P Clifford 
14 Nelke Place 
Lewiston, ME 04240 
Bruce E Coffin 
Box 215 N Main St 
East Templeton, MA 
01438 
Paul E Collins 
8 Bay State Rd 
Worcester, MA 01606 
Thaddeus A Comeau 
1174 Pleasant St 
Leominster, MA 01453 
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Katherine A Conley 
61 Winding Way 
Portland, ME 04102 
Stephen J Connolly 
1 Cherokee Rd 
Canton, MA 02021 
Kelly E Connor 
56 Broad St 
Plattsburgh, NY 12901 
Michael P Connors 
49 Hunter Lane 
Enfield, CT 06082 
Anthony J Corniello 
I Lancelot Dr 
North Haven, CT 06473 
Elizabeth M Covino 
9 Kelch Road 
Reading, MA 01867 
Maria Delpilar Criado 
H-23 Villa Caparra 
Guaynabo, PR 00657 
Katy A Cuffe 
157 Maple St 
Lynn, MA 01904 
Timothy J Culhane 
9 Steven Road 
Middlebury, CT 06762 
Christine M Cullen 
II Clyde St 
Malden, MA 02148 
Ann Marie Currier 
89 Kimball Dr 
Hooksett, NH 03106 
Elaine A D’Elia 
8 Ruthen Cir 
Shrewsbury, MA 01545 
Gina M Dacruz 
26 Deluca Rd 
Milford, MA 01757 
Dinneen M Daly 
22 Macarthur Rd 
Natick, MA 01760 
Elizabeth D Daly 
1 Collier Ave 
Minot, MA 02055 
Diana L. DeSantis 
31 Lisa Drive 
Leominster, MA 01453 
Amanda E Desanto 
8 Sylvan Glen 
East Lyme, CT 06333 
Tracey A DeSimone 
1 Cannon Dr 
Nashua, NH 03062 
Karen M Decker 
35 Woodland Road 
Holden, MA 01520 
Barbara E Delepine 
151 Kinkade Dr 
Middletown, NJ 07748 
Claudia T Dell’anno 
348 Malden St 
Medford, MA 02155 
Louis F Deloreto 
429 Foote Rd 
Glastonbury, CT 06073 
Jason T Demakis 
4 Candlewood Dr. 
Topsfield, MA 01983 
Robert F Desormier 
62 Blanchard St 
Chicopee, MA 01020 
Michelle Dimauro 
556 Hunting Hill Ave 
Middletown, CT 06457 
Julie M DiNapoli 
283 Meetinghouse Ln 
Orange, CT 06477 
Karen E Disandro 
328 Cherry Hill Rd 
Johnston, Rl 02919 
Gina D Dialessi 
29 Forris St 
West Springfield, MA 
01089 
Jennifer A Dinneen 
114 Hardy St. 
Dunstable, MA 01827 
Derryl Dion 
119 Vernon Street 
Worcester, MA 01610 
Michelle L Dobieski 
63 Torry Rd Pob 393 
Tolland, CT 06084 
Bryan M Dockett 
43 London St 
Lowell, MA 01852 
Deborah L Dodge 
7 Tower Cir 
Bath, ME 04530 
Kristen J Donahoe 
13 Oliver St 
Randolph, MA 02368 
Todd M Donahue 
618 Windsor Court 
Cheshire, CT 06410 
Tara A Dowden 
283 White Oak Ridge Rd 
Bridgewater, NJ 08807 
Kara M Doyle 
27 Ledgewood Dr 
Danvers, MA 01923 
Anthony Russel Drapos 
15 Herbert Rd 
Worcester, MA 01602 
Mary E Driscoll 
24 Juliette St 
Andover, MA 01810 
J Michael Drude 
24 Willard St 
Simsbury, CT 06070 
Jennifer Dryden 
229 North Spencer Road 
Spencer, MA 01562 
Guy A Dumais 
370 Davis St 
Northboro, MA 01532 
David P Dumouchel 
13 Nichols Dr 
Cumberland, Rl 02864 
Deanna B Dunn 
132 Orchard St 
Byfield, MA 01922 
Glen W Dunn 
31 Newell Ave 
Southbridge, MA 01550 
Kevin J Dunn 
22 Main St 
Mattapoisett, MA 02739 
Michelle M Dupre 
16 Greenleaf Farms Cir 
Shrewsbury, MA 01545 
Kevin Durand 
18 Wrentham Road Apt. 
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Worcester, MA 01603 
Julianne Durkin 
48 Shawsheen Rd 
Bedford, MA 01730 
Tammy L Fates 
782 Worcester Street 
Southbridge, MA 01550 
Christine K Fanelli 
250 Old Wolcott Rd 
Bristol, CT 06010 
Dawn M Fater 
7 Eastman Rd 
Andover, MA 01810 
Cathy M Ferrantino 
14 Old School House Rd 
Andover, MA 01810 
Allison A Figueras 
133 Gulf St 
Shrewsbury, MA 01545 
Kristin L Fitch 
14 Alden St 
Milford,MA 01757 
Deirdre M Fitzgerald 
15 Dorchester Ln 
Branford, CT 06405 
Robert F Flagg 
167 Crawford St 
Northboro, MA 01532 
Heather A Flaherty 
365 Hatherly Rd 
Scituate, MA 02066 
Amanda L Flora 
21 Jill Terr 
Succasunna, NJ 07876 
Jennifer A. Flynn 
55 Bonney Dr 
Holliston, MA 01746 
Christine M Folan 
295 Ware St 
Mansfield, MA 02048 
Eileen Marie Foley 
33 Spafford St 
Milton, MA 02186 
Christopher J Force 
1128 N Burnside Dr 
Peoria, IL 61614 
Amy T Fougere 
PO BOX 312 
Thetford Center, VT 
05075 
Carl J Friberg 
14 E. Garfield Ave. 
Beverly, MA 01915 
Caren M Froelich 
8 Woodland Rd 
Maplewood, NJ 07040 
Caroline M Gagne 
8 Ocean Ave 
Old Orchard Beach, ME 
04064 
Theresa M Gallagher 
2 Chestnut St 
Plainville, MA 02762 
Lori Ann Gallego 
25 Stoneham Dr 
East Providence, Rl 02915 
William A. Galli 
35 Lake St. 
Sherwsbury, MA 01545 
Gloria L. Garback 
24 Bourne St. 
Worcester, MA 01606 
Enna M Garcia 
274 Grenoble Ext-College 
Park 
Rio Piedras, PR 00921 
Nancy A Gaughan 
42 Norman St 
Clinton, MA 01510 
Keith N Gautreau 
652 Wethersfield St 
Rowley, MA 01969 
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Paul T Lawler 
1825 Washington St 
Canton, MA 02021 
Raymond G LeBeau 
9 Beverly St 
Pittsfield, MA 01201 
Dorothy J Lebert 
239 N Pleasant Ave 
Ridgewood, NJ 07450 
Thomas J LeClaire 
69 Old Howarth Rd 
Oxford, MA 01540 
Maureen P Leary 
284 Milk St 
Fitchburg, MA 01420 
Maria Ines Lebron 
Gpo Box 360613 
San Juan, PR 00936 
Patricia M Lemire 
994 Hill St 
Whitinsville, MA 01588 
Kimberly A Lengieza 
1559 Westover Road 
Chicopee, MA 01020 
Kelly M Lenihan 
164 Brookline St 
Worcester, MA 01603 
Kevin M Leonard 
5 Herbert Ave 
West Peabody, MA 01960 
Timothy J Letson 
71 Emerson Rd 
Milton, MA 02186 
Linda M Lindquist 
44 Wesson Terr 
Northboro, MA 01532 
Vincent Lopez 
7533 Fenwick Cove Ln 
#PH 
Orlando, FL 32819-5076 
Christopher L Loranger 
Rt 3-Ranger Rd 
North Dartmouth, MA 
02747 
Timothy M. Lordan 
4 Homer Rd 
Arlington, MA 02174 
William R Lovett 
39 Buckingham Rd 
Milton, MA 02186 
Kerry A Lucchese 
19 Richgrain Ave 
Waltham, MA 02154 
Timothy Lucey 
11 Waterman St 
Worcester, MA 01603 
Michael E Luciani 
23 Ashley Dr 
Centerville, MA 02632 
Patrick P Luckart 
1074 Sport Hill Rd 
Easton, CT 06612 
Joan F Lukowski 
207 Buff Cap Rd 
Tolland, CT 06084 
Kristin E Luna 
48 Bobann Dr 
Nesconset, NY 11767 
Cheryl A Lynch 
96 Annlee Rd 
Harvard, MA 01451 
Timothy P Lynch 
24 Jefferson Dr 
New Milford, CT 06776 
Margaret J Lyons 
32 Kane Rd 
Manchester, CT 06040 
Andrew J Maclsaac 
45 Middle Ave 
Mexico, ME 04257 
Laurie A MacMath 
15 Griswold Ave 
Trumbull, CT 06611 
Sherrie L Madore 
41 Wayne St 
Worcester, MA 01603 
Finbarr A Maguire 
22 Sunset Dr 
Medway, MA 02053 
Kathryn M Mahoney 
4 Paul Revere Rd 
Hingham, MA 02043 
Dean J Maillet 
31 Leary St 
Wayland, MA 01778 
Ashur Malko 
93 Westview Rd 
Worcester, MA 01602 
Timothy J Mara 
227 Stow Rd 
Harvard, MA 01451 
Kenneth J Margossian 
21 Pasture Road 
Reading, MA 01867 
Elizabeth J Marsolais 
158 Wedgewood Road 
Worcester, MA 01602 
Andmorgen J Martens 
15 Eames Avenue 
Amherst, MA 01002 
Deborah A Martin 
1412 Evergreen Ave 
Plainfield, NJ 07060 
Edwin B McCaffrey 
150 Ridgewood Dr 
Leominster, MA 01453 
Paul T. McDermott, Jr 
81 Chester St 
Worcester, MA 01605 
Susan M McGinn 
46 West St 
Westboro, MA 01581 
John C Mcgrann 
28 Wildewood Dr 
Canton, MA 02021 
Karen A Mcgrath 
2 Fountain St 
Billerica, MA 01821 
Christopher E Mcintosh 
15 Clark Rd 
Bedford, MA 01730 
Lisa M Mckiernan 
19 Woodhaven Rd 
Holden, MA 01520 
John E McLaughlin 
7 Christine Dr 
Wilmington, MA 01887 
Melissa J McMorrow 
88 Progress Ave 
Riverside, Rl 02915 
David W Mecca 
15 Willowdale Ave 
Waterbury, CT 06708 
Mark A Merritt 
66 Berry Lane 
Bristol, Rl 02809 
Nicholas Metcalf 
75 Audubon Drive 
Walpole, MA 02081 
Nicholas J Miele 
23 Gardiner St 
Narragansett, Rl 02882 
Jill A Mikolaycik 
29 Dana Park 
Hopedale, MA 01747 
Robin L Miller 
Colonial VI Bldg 8 #10 
Keene, NH 03431 
Timothy S Miller 
P.O. Box 928 
Old Lyme, CT 06371 
Michelle M Minar 
55 Rifle Rd 
Fairfield, CT 06430 
Jennifer L Minelli 
159 Oak Brook Ln 
Torrington, CT 06790 
Sheri Ann Mitchell 
8 Fleetwood Dr 
New Fairfield, CT 06812 
Peggy A Moody 
Southbridge St 
Warren, MA 01083 
William T Moquin 
34 Delmar Dr 
Whitinsville, MA 01588 
Carolyn M Morrissette 
Old Douglas Pike 
Uxbridge, MA 01569 
Heidi A Mosher 
21 Beach St 
Westboro, MA 01581 
Mark Mossa 
4 Blackstone St 
Wilkinsonville, MA 01590 
Michael J Mozden 
16 Middle St 
Farmington, ME 04938 
Ronni L Murphy 
105 Fairhaven Dr 
Middlebury, CT 06762 
Andrew J Murray 
26 Tanager Rd 
Seekonk, MA 02771 
Lisa J Murray 
398 Pleasant St 
Bridgewater, MA 02324 
Tara M Murray 
8 Partridgetown Rd 
Naugatuck, CT 06770 
Louis W Nadeau 
25 Pleasant Street 
Chicopee, MA 01013-2622 
Penny S Nasios 
54 Rindone St 
Holbrook, MA 02343 
Valerie A Natoli 
66 Stratford Ave 
Garden City, NY 11530 
Todd J Nessing 
36 Wachusett Ave 
Shrewsbury, MA 01545 
John M. Ney 
19 Birchwood Drive 
Portland, ME 04102 
Deanna M Nielsen 
49 Casa Dr 
Mansfield, MA 02048 
David R Nix 
4948 21st Ave Sw 
Naples, FL 33999 
Christine M Nogueira 
46 Merriam Pkwy 
Fitchburg, MA 01420 
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Joseph P Norton 
8 Fieldston Rd 
N Scituate, MA 02066 
Sean M O'Brien 
49 Fairlawn St 
Whitinsville, MA 01588 
Kerry M O'Connell 
5 Adams Dr 
Stow, MA 01775 
Michael G O'Keefe 
102 Hunt Rd 
Chelmsford, MA 01824 
Susan B O'Mara 
50 Payton St 
Providence, Rl 02905 
James M O’Meara 
7 Pine Hill Road 
So Grafton, MA 01560 
Kevin P O’Neil 
14 Regina Rd 
Randolph, MA 02368 
Ronald P O'Rourke 
7 Washburn St 
Worcester, MA 01610 
Margaret L Oliver 
Po Box 132 
Holden, MA 01520 
Carolyn M Ormsby 
1 Greencrest Dr. 
Farmington, CT 06032 
Ellen M Ottaviano 
84 Bellevue Ave 
Winthrop, MA 02152 
Eric Ouellette 
300 Burlington Ave 
Wilmington, MA 01887 
Karen A Ouellette 
300 Burlington Ave 
Wilmington, MA 01887 
Kenneth M Parisi 
48 Chestnut Rd 
Newington, CT 06111 
Patricia M Pasic 
151 Pilgrim Ave #1 
Worcester, MA 01604 
Tracy A Pequeno 
16 Hardy St 
Danvers, MA 01923 
Brenda D Perez 
161 West Mountain St 
#32A 
Worcester, MA 01606 
John F Peterson 
8 Lydon Lane 
Kingston, MA 02364 
Michael A Phillips 
7 Anvil Rd 
Wilbraham, MA 01095 
Ronald F Pike Jr 
19 Kalamat Farms Cir 
Shrewsbury, MA 01545 
Jason M Pisciotta 
9 Over Rock Rd 
North Scituate, MA 02066 
Jennifer A Poitras 
36 Russell Rd 
Wellesley, MA 02181 
Amy L Porter 
21 Shore Dr 
Upton, MA 01568 
William J Powers 
55 Old Post Rd 
East Walpole, MA 02032 
Adria C Proakis 
62 Montgomery St. 
Chicopee, MA 01020 
Jason J Przypek 
5 Oakham Rd 
N Brookfield, MA 01535 
Monique M Raymond 
117 West Main St 
Fort Kent, ME 04743 
Colleen M Reedy 
14 Capt Forbush Ln 
Acton, MA 01720 
Marybeth Reh 
18 Lily Lane 
Shelton, CT 06484 
Melissa M Remillard 
43 Lebeaux Drive 
Shrewsbury, MA 01545 
Michelle A Remillard 
57 Paxton Rd 
Spencer, MA 01562 
Maryellen T. Reynolds 
21 Carleton Rd. 
Rochdale, MA 01542 
Jennifer 0 Rice 
20 Ransom Hall Rd 
Wolcott, CT 06716 
Margaret A Rice 
400 Towpath Lane 
Cheshire, CT 06410 
Peter J Richards 
450 Blossom St 
Fitchburg, MA 01420 
Tara L Ridolfi 
21 Yale Dr 
Milford, MA 01757 
Laura L Riley 
13 Greenwood Ave 
Essex Jet, VT 05452 
Julie M Robitaille 
190 Dyer Road 
Lewiston, ME 04240 
Steven P Rock 
15 Briarwood Lane 
Rutland, MA 01543 
Carla M. Rodrigues 
601 Hillside Ave. 
Hartford, CT 06106 
Esteban J Rodriguez 
ST#2 A-5 Mansiones 
Garden Hill 
Guaynabo, PR 00657 
Colleen A Rooney 
14 Preston St 
Lynn, MA 01905 
Anthony J Roscioli 
36 Highland St 
Southbridge, MA 01550 
Christine E Ryan 
131 Range Rd 
Windham, NH 03087 
Dawn M Ryznal 
Po Box 513 
No Oxford, MA 01537 
Craig J Salamone 
129 E Vanston Rd 
Stoughton, MA 02072 
Arnaldo Santa Cruz 
Rey Ricardo Vil.de Torrim 
Guaynabo, PR 00657 
Maria R Santaniello 
25 Shirley Ln 
New London, CT 06320 
Albert J Santos 
15 Gannet Rd 
Yarmouthport, MA 02675 
Edward T. Saucier 
63 Whipple St 
Worcester, MA 01607 
Cary C Schapira 
231 S Main St 
Wallingford, CT 06492 
Deborah A Schmidt 
14 Valley Forge Way 
Foxboro, MA 02035 
Marco Scioletti 
456 Fiske St 
Holliston, MA 01746 
Robert C Seymour 
71-16 Edgeworth Street 
Worcester, MA 01605 
Jill C Shaw 
13 Village Ct. 
Audubon, NJ 08106 
Maureen M Shea 
3 School House Rd 
Newington, CT 06111 
Margaret M Sheppard 
78 Harrison AVe 
Fitchburg, MA 01420 
Laura L Sheridan 
263 Princeton St 
Hartford, CT 06106 
Peter Siciliano 
43 Brainard Rd 
Wilbraham, MA 01095 
Jennifer L. Simoneau 
61 South St. A-2 
Worcester, MA 01604 
Cheryl M Sirois 
15 Montgomery Ave 
Nashua, NH 03060 
Elizabeth A Skeffington 
48 Anan Wade Road 
North Scituate, Rl 02857 
Corrine M Sloss 
279 Torringford 
Winchester, CT 06098 
Brendan T Smith 
Bantam Terr 
Bantam, CT 06750 
Christopher J Smith 
7 Bethwood Dr 
Loudonville, NY 12211 
Margaret A Smith 
58 Tanglewood Dr 
Longmeadow, MA 01106 
Maura Smith 
19 Starr Ave 
Newington, CT 06111 
Peter D Snow 
8 Viking St 
Whitman, MA 02382 
Tracy A Solan 
16 Legend Hill Road 
Madison, CT 06443 
Laura Solitro 
19 Orient St 
Worcester, MA 01604 
Cristin S. Spurr 
61 Wildwood Rd. 
Chappaqua, NY 10514 
Robert W St. Cyr 
12 Gilmore Rd 
Southboro, MA 01772 
Timothy K Peacock 
54 Stonegate Ln 
Hanover, MA 02339 
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Richard E St. Louis 
5 Coventry Rd 
Nashua, NH 03062 
Thorarinn A. Stefansson 
Laugarasvegur 37 
Reykjavik, 104 
Stephen R Strom 
881 Aldrich Street 
Uxbridge, MA 01569 
Flavia E Sullivan 
55 Moore Ave 
Naugatuck, CT 06770 
David R Sundstrom 
80 Uncatena Ave 
Worcester, MA 01606 
Kathleen Sweeney 
86 Beechnut Rd 
Westwood, MA 02090 
Sharon E Sweeney 
14 Coventry Lane 
Avon, CT 06001 
Laura M Swenson 
44 Larchmont Rd 
Salem, MA 01970 
Robert W Symes 
243 Shaw Ave 
Abington, MA 02351 
Andrea L Szostkiewicz 
12 Brenan St 
Holyoke, MA 01040 
Todd M Tallman 
Highland Ave 
Phillipston, MA 01331 
Montira Tantinarawat 
Assumption College Bx 
594 
Worcester, MA 01615 
Maryann E Taupeka 
32 Surrey Ln 
Eatontown, NJ 07724 
Elizabeth Taylor-Cadigan 
207 Lake St. Unit 76 
Weymouth, MA 02189 
Ann-Margaret Tessi 
80 Elizabeth St 
Fitchburg, MA 01420 
Amy W Thomas 
15 Parker River Dr 
Byfield, MA 01922 
Steingrimur Thordarson 
Engjasel 41 
109 Reykjavik, 1C 
Kathleen A Tivnan 
427 School St 
Boylston, MA 01505 
Valerie V Tolosko 
14 Harrison Ave 
West Newbury, MA 01985 
Dawn A Tonelli 
15 Dolphin Dr 
Milford, CT 06460 
Laura C Tremble 
41 Farmington Ave 
Longmeadow, MA 01106 
Doris F Tripp 
92 East Main St. 
Marlboro, MA 01752 
Michelle A Trudeau 
113 W Main St 
Dudley, MA 01571 
Jennifer E Tully 
71 Pine Arden Dr 
West Boylston, MA 01583 
Michael D Turpin 
96 Hillcroft Ave 
Worcester, MA 01606 
Carolyn Tylenda 
14 Sagamore Rd 
Parsippany, NJ 07054 
Peter P Tziachris 
12 Franconia St 
Worcester, MA 01602 
Scott C Ulrich 
54 Elm St 
Stoughton, MA 02072 
Jody A Vaccarella 
177 Lake Shore Dr 
Marlboro, MA 01752 
Joanna Valvo 
44 Midwell Rd 
Wethersfield, CT 06109 
James P Vasquezi 
25 Pierce St 
Hudson, MA 01749 
Ana M Vazao 
56 Ellis PI 
Ossining, NY 10562 
Merilina Vazquez 
PO Box 842 
Ponce, PR 00733 
Lisa Wallingford 
5 Tody Bole Lane 
Harwich, MA 02645 
Richard M Walsh 
7 Van Norden Rd 
Woburn, MA 01801 
Michelle M Walton 
42 Sterling Rd 
Princeton, MA 01541 
Kellie M Ward 
24 Coventry Way 
South Dennis, MA 02660 
Melissa D Ward 
3 Sutton Terr 
Salem, MA 01970 
Dennis M Warren 
18 Davis Rd 
Auburn, MA 01501 
Brian G Washburn 
PO Box 772 
South Royalton, VT 05068 
John D Wells 
82 Copeland Rd 
Lynn, MA 01904 
Rose M Welsh 
1 Caroline Terr 
Worcester, MA 01604 
Leonard R Welter 
P.O. Box 956 
Mattapoisett, MA 02739 
Stephen F West 
1077 Randolph Ave 
Milton, MA 02186 
Christopher J Whalen 
9 Wauketa Road 
Gloucester, MA 01930 
Karen V White 
110 Douglas Rd 
Lowell, MA 01852 
Sandra K Whitton 
5 Edward Ave 
Slatersville, Rl 02876 
Sherri A. Wilder 
304 Massasoit Rd. 
Worcester, MA 01604 
Roberta M Willard 
3 Birch St 
North Brookfield, MA 
01535 
Mark E Willett 
19 Beech St 
Townsend, MA 01469 
Michelle R Wilson 
Harrington St 
East Brookfield, MA 01515 
Robin M Wing 
381 Tokeneke Rd 
Holyoke, MA 01040 
William L Wolfe 
10 David Dr 
Johnston, Rl 02919 
Lisa L Wong 
Po Box 6-5495 
El Dorado 
Colleen L Woodman 
Rfd #1 Box 536 
Lebanon, ME 04027 
Lizabeth M Worthington 
96 Starr Dr. 
Narragansett, Rl 02882 
Christine E Wright 
8 Morningdale Ave 
Boylston, MA 01505 
Jennifer Wright 
PO Box 240 
Northboro, MA 01532 
Andrea M Xenakis 
Northfield Rd Po Box 238 
Lunenburg, MA 01462 
Lisa A Yarussi 
112 Chapman PI 
Leominster, MA 01453 
Doreen M Yelle 
3 Lynch PI 
South Hadley, MA 01075 
Teresa A Zopf 
730 E New Lenox Rd 
Pittsfield, MA 01201 
Diana M Zubrowski 
98 Eastwood Rd 
Torrington, CT 06790 
Marcelo M deEscobar 
95 Colonial Ave 
Middlebury, CT 06762 
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With a special thank you to Dan 
Smith, Jostens, for all his help and 
guidance throughout the year; Dan, 
we could never have done it with¬ 
out you!! 
BEST OF LUCK TO THE CLASS OF 
Editors 
Mary Ann Taupeka 
Richard St. Louis 
Photography Editor 
Ellen Frigon 
Layout Editor 
Michelle Casavant 
Assistant Layout Editor 
Lisa Champagne 
Townhouse Editor 
Kristin Carroll 
Events and Activities Editor 
Christine Cullen 
Sports Editor 
Heather Kench 
Layout Assistants and staff 
Michael Luciani, Dawn Fater, 
Dorothy Le Bert, Margaret Rice, 
Jennifer Dineen, Kristen Donahc 




